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into this trouble.'
THE COLONEL IS
"I told him that the $f00 was just
a little favpr from Becker and that
HOT ON DENEEN'S
he was not do worry.
TRAIL JUST NOW
"Zelig said: 'If you want to do me
a favor, get me out. I won't do anyDeneen
Chlcago, 111., Oct.
thing for flecker unless he does get
'
of Illinois, was accused by Colonel
me' out;'
Roosevelt today of deliberate" and
"I saw Becker next day and told
wilful perversion of the truth. Col.
him thav Zelig wanted to get out and
Roosevelt characterized the governor
would not do anything unless he'd
as the "friend and ally of Lorimer."
do it.".
A copy of Gov. Deneen 's recent
"He went to the home of four gun
in Springfield was given to
speech
men, "Gyp, the Blood" and his pals
DECLARES R. E. CABELL,
COMMISColonel Roosevelt on his arrival in
and explained the Rosenthal-Becke- r
situation. He told them, he said, that
SIONER OF INTERNAL
REVENUE Chicago.
"I have not hitherto assailed Mr. HALF CIVILIZED TROOPS BATTLE
POLICE
LIEUTENANT Becker would 'frame them up' if they
DAMNING EVIDENCE IS BROUGHT OUT IN TRIAL OF
DESPERATELY
AGAINST
MONTENEGRIN
SERVICE WHO
SAYS
1912 WILL Deneen," he said. "Mr. Deneen has
did not 'croak Rosenthal.'
THUG
WHO
BY A
SAYS
OFFICER
YORK
BECKER
IN NEW
SUCCESS-ARTILLme
to
COLUMNS
seen
MEET
assail
fit
BUT
WITH
ERY
POOR
OF INVADERS
to
do it that night.
by deliberate!
"They agreed
SEE 12 BILLION
OF THE COFFIN
of the truth.
wilful
and
the
perversion
said
had
Rose
'doing
delayed
they
DONE
AWAY
WITH
ORDERED HIM TO HAVE "SQUEALER"
HAS PROVEN INEFFICIENT BUT INFANTRY IS SUPERB.
Mr. Deneen says I asked him to limit
TAGKS USED
job' and Becker had Insisted that they
contest
his
resolution
the
concerning
'hurry it along.' He told of a plan
to 34 of them. This is a falsehood. I
to kill the gambler at the Garden
"The number of cigarettes smoked had no private dealings with Mr. Derestaurant.
It failed, he said, bePROTECTION WAS TO BE FURNISHED
cause of a suspicion that private de- in the United States this year will neen during the Chicago convention, GENERAL COMMITS SUICIDE WHEN
tectives were present and guarding probably be not less than twelve bil- During that convention I became con-- j
lion a billion for each month." So vinced of his shuffling and double
BY DEPARTMENT WAS WORD SEND OUT Rosenthal.
HIS KING REPROVES HIM ON FIELD
R. E. Cabell, commissioner of dealing.
declared
I grew to
feel
a very
"Becker got hot at this," Rose addrevenue
the
internal
service
and
form
ed. "He kept asking 'Why all this
hearty contempt for him and entirely
er
of Richmond, Virginia, to mistrust his sincerity and loyalty
stalling? Why don't you get him?' a postmaster
graduate of several universities and to the people's cause.
New York, Oct. 12. The trial of attention to the pjace and he (Becker) One day he said: 'Now this is going successful
"Your enemies are gathering on the sides of the lionyana river, where the
lawyer.
"All the conversation about the
would
too
to
Rosenon
have
I
are
Either
raid
told
it.
Charles
you
charglong.
stalling
Lieut.
Police
Becker,
frontier,
seeking to snatch your pat-- 1 Montenegrin general, Martinvitch is
Mr. Cabell arrived here late last
contesting delegates were held liter- nmony from you, and to destroy the said to have met with check from the
ed with the murder of Herman Ros- thal, and Rosenthal said: 'Tell Becker them or the fellows are stalling you.' night or
early this morning (for his
with scores of leaders
he can't bluff me; I don't believe Com"I told Becker that a detective
enthal, continued today.
train was late) with L. F. Speer, chief ally"Mr. Deneen, when he utters false- happiness of your onsons and grand Turks, are in flames and that General
resmissioner
attenever
Waldo
off
his
called
scared
the
at
the
Garden
informer
chief
boys
sons. It depends
"Bald Jack" Rose,
you to prevent Vukotitch, who is operating in the
of the corporation tax division. Both
taurant," Rose continued. "'Detec- reside In Washington and are on their hoods, should cultivate his memory. them from treading one inch of the Boyana district, has crossed the Lini
against Becker, was called to the wit- tion to my place.'
He continues by saying that had all sacred soil soaked in the blood of river.
"Several days later Becker told me tive,' he said, 'wake up aitd shoot
ness stand at 10 o'clock.
way east from a tour of the coast, of these thirty-fou- r
contests been de- your ancestors. Fight with the courwere
in
that
and
a
in
Rosenthal
front
of
Rose
complaints
London, Oct. 12. Desperate fightpouring
on
the stand,
policeman. hearing cases brought before them on
Before going
said: "I'm, going to make good. I he would have to raid the place. He Get through with it. Get it over.'" corporation tax or other revenue mat- cided in favor of me, I would still age of those ancestors." Thus the ing for the possession of Barana behave been in the minority. Mr. Taft Sultan of Turkey today ended a proc- tween the Turkish and Montenegrin
The witness then passed quickly to ters.
know what I'm going up against, but tcld me to see Rosenthal and tell him
to
do
favor.
him
a
was nominated by twenty-onhim
'Tell
has
he
major- lamation ordering the mobilization of armies In the vicinity of Lake Tuscarl,
events
the
I
the
don't
immediately preceding
I'm going through with it.
Seated in the office of Internal Revr
his army to defend the Ottoman em- in in progress. The town has been
care what happens. I have only one to stand for a raid,' Becker said. 'I murder. He told of going to "Brld- - enue Collector Manuel B. Otero, at the ity and the change, of thirty-foudid him a favor and he must do one
would have put him pire. And this issuance of the order repeatedly taken and retaken by both
votes
therefore
ana
I
WebDers
have
place,
on
gambling
the
in
gie
stand;
going
regret
federal building, Commissioner Cabell
me. I'll raid the place and it will then to the
ends practically all hope that peace sides, says a dispatch from Cettinje
Lafayette baths where he declared that the affairs of this reve some forty odd in the minority.
met and known some decent people, for
the
will reign In the Balkans before wide today. Turkish troops repulsed
me
relieve
few
a
in
from
and
to
called
attention
has
been
worry,
"My
met Jack Sullivan.
and now through me, they will be benue
which comprises Arizona
he can
his place and
Mr. Deneen before the spread war and desolation follow Mon- Montenegrins after another sharp enby
"I received a telephone message and district,
testimony
smirched. I wish that nobody but days
New Mexico "are most satisfacgagement ut Tushl. The Montenegrin
everything will be all right.'
senate investigating committee of tenegro's opening of hostilities.
from Becker," Rose testified. "He
'
myself need be dragged into this, but
Oct. 12. The Turkish general, Bosovitch, committed suicide
tory."
London,
"Rosenthal
to
'You tell asked me if I had heard of
me:
conI
was
replied
and
which
which
ignorant,
subpoenaes
I suppose it is a part of the penalty.
Then he discussed this, his first clusively shows that Governor De- tioops on the Montenegrin frontier are when the king reproved him on the
Becker he must think I'm crazy to issued by the attorney for 'Dollar
1 shall tell every detail of the most
to the field of battle for wasting ammunition.
to
and
visit
Santa
said
that
the
as
a
stand for such
Fe,
He might
neen was a friend and ally of Lori- offering stubborn resistance
John' and if I had fixed it so that
awful plot that was ever hatched." If well take a torch thing.
Constantinople, Oct. 12. The text
and burn it up. It's Dollar John' would corroborate Ros- antiquity of the city is intensely Inter- mer, that he suggested to Lorimer Montenegrin advance on Scutari. The
Rose's testimony is concluded today, my
has been of the most severe of the collective note handed by the
fighting
to an eastern man.
and I'm going to handle it enthal before the
esting
place
and Lorimer elected himself to the character, both armies losing heav- representatives of the powers to the
grand jury. I told
Mrs. Lillian Rosenthal, wife of thej the
way I think best.'
Discussing the affairs of the revenue senate and that he formed a defensive ily. The
it hadn't been fixed.
him
murdered gambler, will be called to
Montenegrin army is ad- Ottoman government on Thursday is
"A few days later Becker told me
"Becker said: 'I told you what this service, Mr. Cabell said that, there is alliance with Lorimer in the city of vancing in two columns,
one com- as follows:
the stand. She will be asked to tell that he was going to get two men
no failing off in revenue and
Chicago.
manded by Crown Prince Danile of
"The undersigned ambassadors of
what she knows of the relations of from the strong arm squad to swear to thing would come to, if you didn't get the year 1911 saw the Immensealthough
sum
of
rid of this fellow. Why don't you
"I wish to call the attention of the Montenegro, operating to the north Austria-HungarGreat Britan, Rusher 'husband with Becker and with the evidence.
322 billion dollars turned into Uncle
comdo it tonight?' I said I'd do my best.
France and Germany, have been
people of Illinois to the fact that of Lake Scutari, and the other,
sia,
the men alleged to have been Beck"That's awfully dangerous, Charlie,"
bids
this
to
Sam's
fair
year
pockets,
"I remained at the baths until thai
Governor Deneen has made admis manded by General Martinkitch, hav- instructed by their respective govern'
er's tools in the murder plot.
I said- with Sam have even a larger amount.
sions which show that he is unfit to ing its base at Antlvari, to the south ments to inform the sublime porta
" 'No,' he said, 'it's all right, I'll let night and had dinner
Rose testified that Becker said to
"Of the revenues In 1911 whisky
Lake Scutari.
take note of the
They
that the five
occupy any position of trust in the of The
him: "I want him (Rosenthal) mur- Rosenthal satisfy the mortgage first. ft'ehepps, Vallon and Plitt.
in round numbers, 155 milsouthern movement is general- intention of powers
brought,
came
in
a
machine."
announce
or
government."
publicly
Turkey,
dered, shot, croaked, dynamited
I'll raid his place if its the last thing
a
ly regarded in military circles as
as Beck- lions, beer 64 millions, tobacco 67 mildescribed
has
been
to
Plitt
ed
Introduce
and
reforms
In
they
statements
I
do.'
published
Following
anything."
lions and corporation tax 30 millions.
daring operation. According to the
"All right," I said. "I'm not going er's press agent.
which members of the Knights of Co- reports from Cettinje, the Monteneg- will immediately discuss with the
The witness did not look at Becker
most
seems
is
"What
astonishing
Rose testified that Vallon, Schepps
porte, in the spirit of article XXIII of
their desire that
as he gave his testimony, but the to be in the house when it's raided."
growth of the cigar- lumbus expressed out of the Columbus rin artillery was far from perfect. the treaty of Berlin, and the law of
and himself went to Fourteenth the extraordinary
be
'
former police officer watched Rose The house was raided.
has
Nicholas'
kept
infantry, however,
King
ette business. In 1911 there were 11 politics
adRose said his next meeting with street and Second avenue, and got an billions of the smoke
The heavy fight- 1880, the reforms required in the
intently. Rose spoke in deliberate
made day celebration, it was announced proved admirable
producers
and
of
to
ministration
went
'
Then
automobile.
Turkey
European
they
,;
Becker was at his own house. He told
tones.
and from figures now at hand it Is that Colonel Roosevelt would not ing involved in the attacks by the the measures
capable of assuring their
their Montenegrins on the forts at Schip-chinc?"Did you ever have business rela- me, Rose said, that Rosenthal had "Dago Frank's" house.
easy to see that instead of diminish- make his scheduled speech at
in the interest of the popurealization
of
rest
asked
the
"I
Frank
where
cost
a
asked.
him
and
hill,
was
been
Branya,
every day asking
Rogame
calling
tions ; with Becker?" he
ing the number of cigarettes consum exercises today.
in killed and wounded 600 men to the lations, it being understood that the
meeting to find out what he was going the crowd was," Rose continued. "He ed in this country will average a bll- "Yes, I ; collected money for nun.
reforms will not affect the territorial
Turks and 400 to the Montenegrins.
.
ifi-iabout the indictments against said they had received; a message to 1 :
a, a aw.
tin
HOTEL REGISTERS USED
"1 febjeet as incompetent." shouted; to-'
both
"
integrity of the Ottoman empire."
in
on',,
v....c
ihtt
DYNAWNTERS.
Rosenthal's
say
men
Reports
TRACE
K
the
place.'
arrested
.vJS'pe
the
TO
o
for
"wu6.o
litro feu. oLm lo. I do not
Jfyhn F. Mclntyre, counsel
ber's
off.
Soon
after
Rosenthal
place.
"Overruled," .ordered the He put
know how to explain it any more than
defense.
"We went to 'Bridgie' Webber's
Becker said Rosenthal had begun to
court.
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 12. Visits
explain
why whisky is being drunk
GRAND JURY MEETS.
the more than
n.t rviAafirtcr Pnaotithal
find talk around street corners that he place and saw 'Bridgie,' 'Gyp,
ELECTORAL ROW
IDjvaa.
ever. Of course we must to various cities of men accused of be
a.wuvuw
AUOC LU1U Ul liivv
Seattle,
Wash., Oct. 12. The
and
Louie'
and
Becker
with
in
was
Blood,'
'Whitey
'Lefty
partnership
remember the country is growing and ing "advance agents of the dynamitBecker in the Elks club at a New
(N KANSAS HAS
federal grand jury assembled to
Lewis' on the sidewalk. We all went filling up and there are more palates Infl crew," were traced through hotel
Year's celebration. Mrs. Rosenthal was going to show him up.
day and received its instructions
me
of
told
had
and
few
BEEN SETTLED
into
a
later,
place
up
'Bridgie's'
'Becker,
days
the
at
Mrs.
to
witnesses
to
looked
"dynabe
after."
was present. Becker said
registers by
from United States Judge Howard. The
seen Commissioner Waldo and drinks. 'Bridgie' said, 'Herman Rosmite conspiracy" trial today.
BEER DRINKERS.
FEWER
calRosenthal, according to the witness, having
was
for
the
which
purposejury
commissioner had heard of enthal is at the Metropole.' Every"Now don't' worry. Herman and I that the
"Is the national thirst greater?" was
Topeka, Kans., Oct. 12. The presiReferring to a bulky register, E. L. led has not been disclosed but it has
had not be- body got up then and went out."
and
Rosenthal's
charges
He
dential troubles which for three
a hotel clerk at Cincinnati, been
asked.
announced
have a thorough understanding.
that
Shipp,
lieved them.
"Who went out?'
both factions of
is my friend and I am his friend, and
"There was a big falling off on beer told of the arrival in Cincinnati on the white slave traffic, the Indianapo- months have worried In
said to me: 'That fellow
"Becker
"Gyp,"
"Whitey," "Dago
"Lefty,"
Kansas, were
over."
all
are
1, 1908, of Herbert S. Hockln. lis dynamite case and the Hanford the republican party
Inhis troubles
May
an
he
"and
last
I
replied,
year,"
beRosenthal Is getting dangerous.'
Frank" and "Bridgie." I stayed
one of case will not be considered.
is formally settled this afternoon when
with
is
It
Hockin
being
charged
Rose Bald he met Becker again at
in
crease
of
the
whisky.
consumption
'Nobody will believe Rosenthal.' hind and was writing, when word
to arrange said that only one subject of import- Chairman J. N. Dolly of the republihis house and at the Union Square said,
" 'Well,' he answered, 'so long as came that Rosenthal had been shot. I do not know whether it is a nice the men who "went ahead"
deEd ance is to be taken up; that a great can state committee, certified to secOn
this
the
him
told
for
occasion,
Becker
explosions.
hotel, when
believe Rose said he went to the Lafayette thing to state where there are prodoesn't
Waldo
Commissioner
retary of state Charles Sessions, the
who
a
has
pleaded guilty, mass of evidence has been gathered name
tails nf the alleeed partnership in
feel intensely on this ward Clark,
of eight additional Taft electors
him, I guess there's nothing to worry baths and telephoned to Becker: "Did hibitionists who
to dy- by the government and that indictHockln
induced
was
and
he
said
Becker
by
between
house
is
a
nonetheless
fact
but
it
gambling
to be placed at the head of the repubabout.' I asked Becker if he had taken you hear the news?" I asked him. subject,
ments
would
next
be
returned
Ohio.
The
at
a
early
namite
Dayton,
bridge
Rosenthal.
lican ticket in November. The names
the policeman out of Rosenthal's "Yes," Becker said, "I congratulate that in 'dry' communities the use of
after week.
"Becker," Rose testified, "said Her- place. He said, 'No.'
whisky seems to increase and beer explosion occurred three days
of the eight Taft electors defeated in
you."
lockwas
and other easily fermenting drinks de- Hockin's visit. When lark
man had made a proposition to him
the August primaries were placed On
'as long as that man
told
"I
him,
GRAND
JURY'S REPORT.
crease. You can readily figure out the ed up after his arrest on the federal
that he go in partnership with Ros- stays there, Rosenthal will talk.'
the ticket. With the placing of a
to
to
the
In
its
U.
MULHOLLAND
submitted
MR.
Hockln,
report
according
today
reason for yourself when you remem- indictments,
full set of ten Taft electors on the
enthal In running a gambling house
"Did you and Becker discuss newsIn
S.
Clark
H.
District
William
visited
the
Judge
Pope,
charges,
and had asked him to invest $5,000 in paper interviews , that Rosenthal had
MAKES DENIAL ber that to keep wines and beers one governmelt's
ticket, following the resig'
needs a proper cellar and tempera- jail and asked: "Are you talking," to U. S. grand jury states that it has nation of the Roosevelt electors and
'V
it. I said no one ever made any mon- given?"
which Clarke replied: "No, but I un- found 28 true bills against 39 indi- the placing of a new set of progresture."
"Yes. Becker told me that I should
ey in the gambling business with
Mr. Gus Mulholland has written the
derstand you are." William H. Stunn- viduals and five no true bills. The sive electors in the independent colMr.
for
this
Cabell
Rosenthal."
had
afternoon
leaves
he
not worry about that; that
New Mexican making: a denial of the
assistant manager of a Chicago grand jury says among other things: umn, the electoral war in Kansas is
Becker, however, continued the Jack Sullivan looking after the papers j8tateraent8 printed a few day8 ag0 the east, taking with him a number er,
testified that Eugene A. Clancy, "The worst condition which has come at an end.
hotel,
witness, did not agree and made a and that Rosenthal couldn't get any stating that the matters contained of souvenirs of the Ancient City.
San Francisco, was in Chicago October to our attention, has been that exist
a
take
to
me
Rose
told
to
allow
Harrisburg, Pa., Oct. 12. As GoverBecker
Later
HIS CAREER.
proposition
thing printed.
therein were not true,, regarding tax
14, 1910, two weeks after the Los An- ing in the town of Gallup, where ap- nor Wilson
traveled to New York
25 per cent share in the business of a morning paper had gotten an affidaCabell
Mr.
In
Inin
1878,
Born
in
matters
The govern parently the selling of liquor to
Virginia
McKmley county.
geles Times explosion.
to
close an eleven day
Becker vit from Rosenthal and was going to ation was
early
today
the proposed establishment.
the comes of a distinguished family. He ment contends that Clancy took part dians has been going on by the wholestated
that
It
party that took him through eleven
took a $2500 chattel mortgage on Ros- print It.
then in hiding J. B. McNamara, that Clancy sale."
Roanoke College,
Fuel company owns attended
American
Victor
states in the west, he expressed keen
enthal's property and arranged for a " 'I guess Rosenthal means to do 13.00 acres of coal lands In this coun Princeton and tlie University of Vir- became "alarmed" at the loss of life The
report concludes with the sug- satisfaction over the receptions given
what he said he would to squeal and
ob"dummy" to hold the mortgage.
at Los Angeles, and that after hurry gestion that the proper officials of the him.
ty, when in truth and in fact they own ginia and later Richmond College,
"Becker asked me," the witness break me,' Becker said.
11.600 acres.
taining degrees from each. He became jng t0 the Pacific coast from Boston, government have their attention call"I have been particularly Impressed
told
I
and
of
a
"I'll get couple
went on, "if I would take charge
gun men,"
That theFuel
was assess- a lawyer and rapidly rose in nis pro he returned east, telegraphing on the ed to the situation so that a further by the attitude of the crowds toward
Becker, "and go around and tell ed in 1911 in thecompany
I said I would."
was
at
He
fession.
appointed postmaster way he wounld meet McNamara
sum of $50,535.71
investigation may be made.
me. In no instance have I felt that
The witness told of conversations Rosenthal that If he doesn't stop his and that the taxes
com- oi Richmond in 1906 and held the po Chicago.
said
paid
by
there was any hostility in the audiwill
hapon
attacks
you, something
with Becker in which the police lieu
was
1909
he
when
until
sition
appoint12.
Oct.
San Francisco, Calif.,
The witness testified, "G. Clark,"
pany for said year was $1348.71 when
ences which I have addressed."
tenant inquired what were the profits pen to him."
ed commissioner of the internal revof California's convicts
registered Three-fourth- s
When the correspondents asked the
"'Oh hell,' Becker said. 'I don't in truth and in fact as shown by the enue service. He was a delegate to alias 'of "McNamara" waswas
of the gambling house.
there. soon will discard their stripes and
records the said Fuel company was
at the hotel and Clancy
how he felt about the
gcvernor
national convention in
"I reported to him on one .occasion want the fellow beaten up. If I did, assessed in the sum
the
republican
in
the
civilians.
dress
clothes
of
plain
of $73,964.00 and
Clancy also charged with instructing
have him
chances
of
his election, he replied: "I
of
Is
He
1908.
a
member..
in
,that the house had made several thou- I'd beat him up myself, or
labor leaders to "clean house" after Announcement to this effect was made have tried In this
the taxes paid by said company was Chicago
campaign not to perTheta and Theta, Nu the
Phi
sand dollars," said Rose. "He told beaten up for resisting arrest. But
the
Delta,
of
Colonel
Charles
by
Sonntag,
today
for said year.
explosion.
mit my mind to arrive at a conclusion
fraternities.
me to tell Rosenthal to send him beating up won't do him. He must be $1999.80
Epislon
state
board
of
directors.
the
prison
on that subject. I know that the demThat Gregory Page, state senator,
'
I went to see Rosenthal and put where neither you, nor I, nor any$500.
AVIATOR FOUND IN BAY.
to worry was not assessed on his telephone PRIEST ADMIRES
ocratic party offers to the people the
ROOSEVELT.
Rosenthal said he wouldn't give it body else will ever Tiave
Chicago, 111., Oct. 12. Governor only opportunity by which they can
Marbecause he thought he hadn't had a about him again.' want done with line in said year of ltfll, whereas in
12.
Aviator
Oct.
Pato
tour
will
a
the
Philadelphia,
make
Mrashall
"What do you
truth and in fact the records dis
Kansas City. Mo., Oct. 12 "The shall B. Reld and Henry C. Mustin, a cific coast states beginning October regain control of their own governsquare deal on the mortgage.
Becker 'during close the fact that the said tele- mannerisms
ment 1 have not the slightest doubt
sometimes
ministers
of
"I told Becker. Becker said that Rosenthal?" I asked
lieutenant commander in the navy, 17. His itinerary begins October 19, in
testifi'
witness
the
was
.
will seize it."
line
tax
the
the
and
conversation,"
assessed,
phone
politi-Ncallof
was
those
correspond with
were found today in Delaware bay the afternoon at Greeley, Colorado; that they
just as soon as his attention
edes were paid on said line for said year. clans,"
The governor will make two speechBurke, after clinging for more than fifteen
said the Rev. E.
ed to that place he would raid it. He "
evening at Cheyenne, Wyoming.
es tonight in New York, one at a banThat an attempt was made to oust pastor of the Catholic church in Ex'I want him murdered, shot, croaktold me to tell that to Rosenthal. I
hours to the wreck of the hydro aerore-- me from' office for not assessing said celsior
at the Knights of Columbus, and
Becker
or
quet
White
ed,
Hotel
at
anything,'
the
dynamited
Rosenthal
said:
Springs,
told Rosenthal.
in which they started yesterday
'
LINCOLN LOOKS GOOD.
we will telephone line, I must presume that lest night . ' Some ministers attempt plane
the other before the United Italian
'You tell Becker he cau't raid this plied. 'I want him put where
to fly from Cape May to this city.
Carrizozo, N. M., Oct 9, 1912.
societies.
never have to worry about him again.' District Attorney Vigil looked up the to say a thing and fall short of conThe engine of their machine explace unless he gets the proper eviand
found
assessment
record
the
New
that
Becker's
Mexican:
told
of
because
The
witness
alleg
their
they're
meaning
I
veying
because
It
rate
he
can't get
dence and
ploded while it was flying at the
COAL STEAMER ASHORE.
afraid to come right out flatfooted of
Curry and I called a meeting of procan't get ed instructions to get on bail, "Big had been made.
40 miles an hour over the bay and
. know all his men and they
12. The
was
of
a
stated
amount
a
a
that
in
call
Milwaukee, Wis.. Oct.
It
with
then
Some
the
It
spade, both men and airship plunged like a gressives here last night, and had a
Jack" Zelig,
great
spade
gang leader,
in here."
steamer W. P. Rend, with a cargo of
a
men put property in McKinley county Is as- while others call a spade an 'Impleattendance.
have
and
progres
Organized
the
boatisood
Zelig's
Tombs,
An
is
it?"
ovstpr
water.
his
attitude,
shot into the
"So that's
sessed too low, but the present valua- ment for taking off the incrustations
committee for the county of Lin soft coal, bound from Buffalo for ChiBecker said when I told him this. 'All Rosenthal out of the way.
up the men who finally hadi8iv
man with the former
of
The
in
Mr. P. Q. Peters, an old timer cago, went ashore about half a mile
is
to
earth.'
this
sufficient
coin.
tion
county
"
"Do you know sentiment at police
moved to a buoy from the wreckage
right, I'll raid it, tell Rosenthal."
revenue to pay all cur- way of talking anT doing things is
who resides at Capltan and who is a south of Fox point and ten miles north
raise
enough
its
me
so
that
afloat
is
had
word
back
been
pon
sent
which
by
by
they
strong
headquarters
"Rosenthal
kept
the man I believe in, and that's the
merchant there, was elected chairman of Milwaukee, during a storm last
of rent expenses of said county.
to Becker, tell that fellow he'd bet- don't care if Rosenthal is put out
reason I admire Theodore Roosevelt toons.
x
the county committee. M. C. Riley l ight. A tug from Milwaukee went to
I
to
am
oi
the
That
notoriously
pliant
"
I
the way?" Becker asked.
ter not start anything with me.'
of
the same place was chosen secre- her assistance. A crew of 17 is aboard
Fuel company and He is a fearless, conscientious man,
American
Victor
BIG CONCERN GOES UNDER.
"I want you to go over to the Tombs
INSERT BECKER
working not for himself, but for the
of the committee. Mr. P. G. the vessel.
Fe
and
Santa
the
tary
Railway
company
what
blm
told
"I saw Becker and
and see Zelig and ask him to give
people at large."
Is a very popular man in the
Peters
want
to
affidavits
whenever
that
12.
they
The
Oct.
Kansas City. Mo..
Rosenthal said: "I'm going to raid the orders to croak Rosenthal tonight I
Mexico City, Oct 12. Twenty fedcounty and Riley is an active worker
submit to the land office, they call on
dolwithmillion
a
a
In
few
raid
it
and
days,
company,
place
FRITCH IS ACQUITTED.
will see that Zelig is out on the me so to
for the progressive party.
soldiers and citizens were killed
eral
do, I wish to state in answer
the
in
was
lar
in a week.'
placed
corporation,
street"
I
rebels in an attack on
never
in
have
Ib
life
for
that
This
Bult
fertile
my
In
Zapatista
a
thereto,
by
county
ground
of receivers today
1 told Becker it would only cause "Becker game me $100 to take to made any affidavit for the railroad Detroit, Mich., Oct 12. A jury late hands
Mus- much good work.
I find much more Valle de Bravo, near Toluca in the
court
at
In
federal
the
brought
trouble and he said: 'Don't you worry, Zelig, "Til meet
last night decided Dr. George A. Fritch
you tomorrow morn- company.
state of Mexico, several days ago.
about that; it won't cause me any
not guilty of the murder of Maybelle kogee, Oklahoma, by attorney repre- enthusiasm than I expected. Vrey
to see what Zelig Bays,' he told
3
ing
Nos.
districts
and
4,
That
trouble
for
Gallup,
cause
several creditors. W. E. Beaty, good work is going on and before elec- Upon the arrival of General Felipe
senting
trouble; it will only
whose
Ann
of
Mich.,
Millman,
Arbor,
me. Tell him that there will be no were credited
of Oklahoma, and L. tion comes around, this county will be Angels with reinforcements of federby the county commis- dismembered body was found in
Rosenthal.'
e a coal operator
sioners of Bernalillo county, long beof a milling corn-pa- thoroughly organized. lA big progres- al troops the rebels fled carrying their
S.
"Do you ' want me to tell that to danger to his gang.'
Mohr,
president
near
Detroit in August,
creek,
"I Baw Zelig and gave him the fore the creation of the county of
were appointed sive meeting is being arranged for at dead and wounded.
Kansas
Rosenthal?" I asked.
of
Cityy
1909. It was charged that the girl
this place next week. All is going
"I'm through $100 and told him that it came from
"No," he answered,
came to her death in Dr. Fritch's of- receivers.
Becker," Rose continued. "Zelig said
Work foi the New Mexican. It ia
with that fellow."
The liabilities of the corporation! well.
fice and that the physician cut up
Yours truly,
Kew Mexican want ads. always the body and threw it in the water to are $260,000 and the assets are more
"The next day Becker told me that 'I don't want that $100, I want to get
working for you, tor Santa Fe and
. PRICHARD.
Commissioner Waldo had called his out of here. You and Becker got me bring returns.
the new state
than half a million.
conceal the crime.
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior

SATURDAY,

SOCIETY
BY NAN O'NIEL

HEAD COVERED WITH

"YOU CAN'T BEAT THE COLES"

WHITE PIMPLES
The.Original and Only Absolutely

was kept as quiet as possible. Only
the two immediate families were pres-

Went to Ear, Shoulders and Whole
However, the Bergere family is
Body. Thick and Sticky on Head,
so numerous that they make an orTHE MONTEZUMA BALL.
Eruption Covered With Blood. Cu- The event par excellence ia the dinary party all by themselves.
ticura
ot
Soap and Ointment Cured,
was,
and
belles
Mrs. Carl Leopold and her attractive
realm of swells
It hap- daughter, Miss Marie Leopold, arrived
course, the Montezuma Ball.
"The trouble started on
Ransom, 111.
pened, after much planning and pre- in Santa Fe Sunday to be the guests
when he was only about two
of Mr. and Mrs. Bergere during the our baby
paration and consulting of many dressweeks old. Started like little white pimples,
makers and social leaders and com- week of the wedding and afterwards.
looked like an old scab of
mittee chairmen, Friday night in the The bridegroom and his brother, Carl
blood and matter. His whole
Alvarado hotel.
head was covered for a few
came down from Tres
Leopold,
the
in
Albuquerque
August
months then it went to his
Early
Piedras Monday afternoon and the
ear, shoulders, and his whole
fashion leaders begin to plan their wedding party was complete.
body. It seemed to come out
Montezuma ball gowns and the gorin
The
by
presents came pouring
thick and sticky on his head,
geous creations that attract so many the score the few
the
while on the other parts of
envious and admiring glances that wedding, each one days preceding
his body it was more like
seeming to
of
results
successful
the
are
night
water coming out of the skin.
one in beauty and thoughtful-ness- ,
the
last
40.
No.
fashion
Fe.
Santa
Southern Corner Plaza,
Telephone
many hours spent reading
He would scratch until the
bridefor
both
the
the
and
bride
the
with
ALL.
WE GIVE REGISTER TICKET8 magazines and consulting
PURCHASES.
WITH
CASH
eruption would be all covered
have
hosts
friends
of
groom
throughwith blood and gradually
modiste. From August until October
scandal takes second place at sewing out the state to offer their congratuspread. The least little stir or rub would
lations and best wishes. Silver and cause the sores to bleed, spread and Itch.
parties and bridge luncheons, the cut
glass, brasses, exquisitely wrought Never hiJ a full night's sleep, restless alt
being
main topic for consideration
the "bids" and the gowns that are embroideries and laces, jewels and night.
"The soros were horrid to loflk at. It
going to be worn after the bids have the countless smaller gifts were piled lasted until he was about two and a half
been artfully suggested to some slow upon tables and made one believe that years old. Then we saw an eczema adver. but It
minded suitor. They never know Dan Cupid had changed into a jolly tisement In the paper to use
did no good. Then we used Cutlcura Soap
that the invitation had been carefully old Santa Claus.
We
The trousseau was made in Chicago and Cutlcura Ointment.
in
put the Cutllead up to oh, no, the suitors
on thick at bed time and put
their attitude of conferring a favor last summer when Miss Anita Bergere cura Ointment
a tight hood on so he could not scratch the
had only decided in their own minds a and Miss Estella were visiting Mrs. sores.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Then we washed it clean with Cutlinto
were
taken
few days just which lucky girl should Leopold. Those who
cura Soap and warm water twice a day, and
them they didn't know the mysteries of the trunk room tell he was completely cured." (Signed) Mrs.
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages accompany
that the girl had decided that little of lovely evening gowns, gay after- - E. F. Sulzberger, Dec. 30, 1911.
Soap and Cutlcura Ointment are
point for them quite a while before, noon frocks, dainty house dresses and soldCutlcura
throiwhout the world. Liberal sample of
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
and had clinched the bid with many big aprons, a wonderful riding habit each
mailed free, with 32-Skin Book. Adsmall dinners and supper parties and in black and white, all packed away dress
d
"Cuticura, Dept.T, Boston."
ii..
of
a
and
then
now
and
skillfully
silky paper.
layers
layers
WTender-face- d
men should use Cutlcura
perhaps
suit was of corded Soap Shaving Stick, 25c. Sample free.
compliment. But so long as The going-awaPhone Black worded
Phone Black
it is all in the game and the benefits serge in the lighter and darker shades
hat not, Mrs. E. L. Hewett, Mrs. Kegel,
45
are almost equal, it's rather fun to of old blue. A small close-fittinwatch the workings of the mechanism in the same shades completed the Mrs. James A. French, Miss Brown,
for bringing forth and wording the stunning costume. But anything would Miss Edith Perrenot and Mrs. Thomas
have been becoming to the bride that Doran.
bids.
suit was
Every pretty girl and society mat- morning, for the going-awaone of the much desired only the setting for the radiantly
ron
had
Dawson Coal
Iola
FOR MRS. M'DONALD
"bids" this year, and the big ball happy and beautiful face above it.
CEMENT
PORTLAND
Sawed
Wood
The
took
Mrs, Louis Ilfeld was hostess Friday
Toro
The
El
place
wedding ceremony
really surpassed expectations.
youth and beauty were there and a in the sacristry of St. Francis cathe- afternoon at a tet in honor of Mrs.
mighty good looking crowd it was, too. dral at 7:30 Wednesday morning. The W. C. McDonald. The hours were from
And styles the latest were all there. Rt. Rev. Monsignor Antonio Four-cheg- four to six o'clock and about fifty
The pannier and ruffle and ruche were
vicar general of the arch- ladies came in to meet Mrs. McDonald.
Mrs. Ufeld's beautiful home was artisquite the thing on the shimmering diocese, officiated.
ball gowns. Satins and silks, soft
The bride never looked more beau- tically decorated with autumn foliage
floating masses of chiffon, brocade and tiful than in her wedding gown of and flowers.
velvets, tunics that were weighted white satin and draperies of exGovernor and Mrs. McDonald have
down with rich embroidery in Bilver
All Kinds of Building Materials.
shadow lace. She wore a been the recipients of much social
quisite
and gold and pearls, draperies looped soft tulle veil and carried a shower attention during the week spent in
up in every conceivable fashion and
Cedar Fence
Screen Doors, Red and
bouquet of white roses. Miss Anita Albuquerque. Luncheons and dinners,
held in place with flashing jewels,
Bergere was the maid of honor and motor rides over the mesa and to the
V'ard 333 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
all styles from the simple and girlish Carl
near-bcanyons, teas and receptions
Leopold was the best man.
to the ornate were the comment of
have been extended to the chief exa
was
there
After
the
100
100
Red
100
ceremony
Red
were
Red
most
Phone,
of them
Phone,
the evening, and
Phone,
ecutive and his wife and every one
not so exaggerated as to be too radi- happy wedding breakfast at the Ber- has done all in their power to make
gere home where the bride and goom the stay in the Fair City enjoyable.
cal and startling.
Bands on the hair and aigrettes, the were toasted much happiness and a
There is no discount on the cordial
bead gear of an Indian chief and the long life. Mr. and Mrs. Leopold left spirit which all Albuquerqueans have
G.
&
for
adR.
the shown to visitors
close-fittinJuliet cap were worn
immediately on the D.
during their stay
orning the marcelled coiffures. Every north.
here and the many delightful social
was
line
for
in
and
of
anything
thing
The bride is the second daughter
affairs have given the strangers a
the Montezuma Ball for was it not Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Maurice Bergere. chance to become acquainted
PHONE 85 MAIN.
with
the big society event of the year?
She is beloved by all who know her their friends here.
The management of the Alvarado for her fine character, her beauty and
had spared no expense or time in mak- charming manner and her bright
the decorations the most attrac- and attractive personality.
She has THE FIFTEEN CLUB.
v
FACTORY WOOD ing
SWASTIKA LUMP
The Fifteen club met with Mrs.
tive that could be put up. The huge always been a favorite in Santa Fe
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
ball room was lit with hundreds of and a dearly-prize- d
in the Marsh yesterday afternoon with Mrs.
daughter
electric bulbs, softly shining in red, home. While all her friends rejoice in Laugnlin In the chair. The program
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
white and blue. The whole room was
memANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
her happiness they are still reluctant oonsisted of quotations by the
A
bers.
on
gracefully festooned in the national to have
paper
Anton,"
"iMary
by
Fe.
her leave Santa
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
Mrs. Weltmer; a selection from "Edna
colors, lending color and brightness to
son
of
eldest
is
the
Aldo
'
Leopold
the gay scene.
Ferber"
Mrs. Marsh and current
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Leopold of Burling- events. by
Slow waltzes and lively two steps
After
an executive session,
graduate hav- the club adjourned to meet with Miss
from the very latest scores of the ton, Iowa. He is a YaleSheffield
Scienboth
from
degrees
Massie October 25th, Mrs. McDonald
shops in New York kept the dancers ing
all evening. The intermissions tific and from the School of Forestry. to preside.
merry
LINE
WQQDY'S STAGE
were not of the lengthy variety either Mr. Leopold is a young man of sterlOPEN DAY AND NIGHT
for a twenty piece band and a large ing character and business integrity
From
so and his ability has been proven by the PURELY PERSONAL.
took turns in
orchestra
La Salle Restaurant
BARRANCA TO TAOS that the musicians would playing
not get many promotions he has received durMrs. Max Frost is at home again
work in the forestry after a month spent in Kansas City
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Meet Both North South weary. It was early in the morning ing his twoHeyears'
is now forest supervisor, and Excelsior Springs, Mo.
when the waltzes became slower and service.
Bounds Trains.
Telephone II.
with headquarters at Tres Piedras.
the intermissions longer.
Leaves Barranca en the arrival, ot
comTwo Doors Below P. Andrews Btere.
Mrs. H. C. Hamill left Wednesday on
Speaking of intermissions reminds There the government has just
north bound train and arrlvee at me of the cosy Indian rooms and pleted a cozy bungalow where the new the Santa Fe
the
25
cents.
Meals
Regular
Flyer for Albany and
curm.
new
7
Taoa
at
p.
verandas which were made especially furniture, new linens and
Rooms for Rent 25c and 60c
N. Y., to visit relatives.
Peeksktll,
Ten miles shorter than any other attractive for those who found one tains will go to furnish the new home. From there she later will go to WashShort Orders at All Eton.
Good covers hacks and good continuous round of dancing too fa- May the many good wishes come true
way.
ington and Philadelphia to visit Mr.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teami tiguing. Deep lounging chairs and of Mr. and Mrs. Leopold.
Ham ill's relatives.
She will remain
a
fOc.
41m,
franca Noodle Order
furnished commero'tl men to take In benches and swings afforded such
in the east until after Christmas and
Mew York Chop Susy See. the surrounding towns. Wlr Knbude comfortable resorts for "just between
will return home by a southern route.
the dances." Wouldn t it be fun to A RECEPTION.
Station.
a
reception
On
evening
Thursday
ask the quiet nooks just what they
was given in the parlor of the M. E.
had heard all evening?
M. Shimer and
A many course and delicious sup- Church for the Rev. J.
Miss Helen
nee
bride
his
charming
per was served on the west veranda.
crowd
A
of
Ward
large
Albuquerque.
The arches were enclosed with awngathered and gave them a hearty welings, the ceilings a fragrant canopy come
and incidentally presented them
of California
pepper berries and
Here small tables were with two beautiful Navajo rugs, also
branches.
Starting Monday Night, Oct. 14
laid for the pleasure loving crowd. a Chimayo basket. Great credit is
who
Aid
the
ladies
of
the
due
Society
PDHIil CANTI A PC To El Paso, Blsbee, Douglass and
The affair was representative of the
CLARENCE AUSKINGS
Mrs. Simon
A
in
rlVUlH
all points in New Mexico, Arisociety people of the entire state and had the affair E.charge.
Mrs.
and
OFFERS
E.
Friday
all of the larger towns were well rep- - Nusbaum, Mrs.
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
H.
were
S.
the
on
Lutz
reception
resented.
John E. Frank Players
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
Mrs. Clarence Bowlds. Mrs.
Winsor
Miss
and
Pansy
Hindsley
FEATURING
LEOPOLD-BERCER- E.
were on the refreshments committee.
The one event of paramount inter- The members of the Epworth League
WATTERS
est in social circles this week was provided the beautiful decorations of
In
roses.
the
autumn
and
flowers
Miss
the marriage of
Estella Bergere
AND
to (Aldo Leopold Wednesday morning. receiving line were Dr. C. O. Harrison,
Mr.
and
The wedding marked the culmina- Rev. Shimer, Mrs. Shimer,
JOHN E. FRANK
tion of a pretty romance begun" almost Mrs. Frank Frazer, Mrs. Bush, Mrs.
0
Mrs.
Samuel
and
Mr.
and
Jacob
Jones,
two years ago when the bride and
late Musical Comedy Stars from
table was
bridegroom were members of a jolly Failor. The refreshment
Flower of the Ranch"
"The
Mrs.
over
by
house party given by Mrs. Solomon charmingly presided
of
a
and
and
Lutz
Mrs.
bevy
Nusbaum,
in
Los
Luna at her home
Lunas. The
who saw that all present were
" The Golden Girl."
engagement was announced last No- girls,
served with coffee, cocoa and delicious
vember.
cakes.
There were no festivities connected
OPENING PLAY
For Rates and Full Information Address
with the wedding and the whole affair

"Soltaire" floods.
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Holds Fire for 36 Hours
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Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and
Ma r if our Selection
while our stock is complete in a sizes. We
will take pleasure in
Demonstrating to you
the advantages to be had
in Purchasing a Coles.

Always the Leader
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Heater on the Market.

Air-Tig-

THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.

ent.

Quality, and Large Variety of the
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GO

out-riv-

'

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

post-car-

BUY A COLES HEATER
AND YOU'LL BE GLAD

FOR HARD COAL

the "Radiant".

WOOD DAVIS
--

tfl25

phone

HADWARE

COMPANY.

lf lts Hardware We Have It.

14- -

SOFT COAL

FOR

Coles original down draft. This is the
stove for the home, the office and all
public places. It requires little or no
attention and is known to be the most
serviuable und economical of all stoves.

Mica doors are extra large fitted in recessed grooves, perfect fit.
For those who enjoy the (Slowing buy

Phone

14.

Modern 'Grocery Gomp'y.

y

LEO HERSCH

45
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R. J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
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ASK FOR TICKETS
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East
or
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Best
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You will

WESWIFT'S
be, too, if you do as we say.
PREMIUM HAMS and
received fresh every week are just

need to make a hurry breakfast.

Cnn

lUlV IIIVfH
LUllvll

Why, say

Those
BACON

what you

We have the largest line of
the city, and

COLD LUNCH MEATS in

they are not old and musty.

THE KOSHER MEATS
HAVE

YOU

IN

TOMORROW

TRIED THEM?

"The Store With a Conscience."
'PHONE 262.

g

Wood

ir

ARE STRONG FOR SWIFT.

NELLIE

LIGHT
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH-

IN ODS,

Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern homeand why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

FOW
N

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your

iron ready to use, your toasted

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer

ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatElectricity will do every thing
furnish it at reasonable rates,
We
for you.
aad
day
nght Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.
ed rooms.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

I

EUGENE FOX,

ECOMONY
GROCERY
"All Co)ds at Rifht Prices"
IS THE MOTTO OP

J.

0 F

P. AGENT,
EL. PASO, TEXAS.

I

The Ladies' committee of the ArThe readers of this paper will be chaeological Museum held its quarterpleased to learn that there is at least ly meeting Monday afternoon in the
one dreaded disease that science has rooms of the Palace of the Governors.
The Wallace Club met this afterbeen able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure noon with Mrs. John March at her
is the only positive cure now known home on Hillside avenue. The roll
Catarrh call was answered with current events
FOR RHODES at The Novelty Shop, tc the medical fraternity.
disease, re after which Mrs. Dorman reviewed
being a constitutional
treatment. the "Last Days of Pompeii," by Bul- quires a constitutional
For Fruit Ladders, Step Ladis taken internally
There were no guests
Cure
Hall's
Catarrh
Iron-Ing
ders, Common Ladders,
acting directly on the blood and mu present since it was the business
Tables, Upholstering, cous surfaces of the system, thereby meeting of the month.
Furniture Repairing-- and all destroying the foundation of the dis- The Auction Bridge Club was deand giving the patient strength lightfully entertained Tuesday after
Kinds of Repair Work. .'. .'. ease,building
up the constitution and noon by Mrs. Karl Green. There were
by
104 Oalisteo
assisting nature in doing its work. three tables of auction bridge, the
playing for a unique souvenir
Telephone 157 W. :: SANTA FE, N. M The proprietors have so much faith guests was
an Indian holding above
which
offer
curative
in
its
that
powers
they
All work guaranteed first clan.
emOne Hundred Dollars for any case that his head a small golden pennant
'
it fails to cure. Send for list of tes- broidered with the words: "Auction
timonials.
Bridge Club," in white letters. It was
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., To won by Mrs. Hoover, Trie guests
ledo. Ohio.
prize, a picture of an Indian boy, was
won by Mrs. Thomas
Doran. Be
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Work for the New- Mexican. It ia
sides the members of the club, Mrs.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
working for you, for Santa Fe and
Green's guests were, Mrs. E. E. Perre-the new state.

Save Your Orders

Street

309 San Francisco Street

-
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The Love Pirate II
A
High-Cla-

Three-A-

ct

Rooms With Bath

Comedy-Dram-

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

Vaudeville Between Acts

Price, 25, 35 and 50 Cents.
Seats on Sale Monday at Fischer's Store.

THE

wer-Lytto-

it BLAIf: Jr. J.F.RHOADS
SQUARE DEAL TO ALL.

CLUBDOM.

$100 REWARD, $100.

Thoroughbred Cockerels
For sale at

$1.50 to $3.00
ROOSTERS

ONE YEAR OLD

$3.00 to $5.00
Charles A. Wheeloo
PHONE VH

J

Wr

HOTEL

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
.with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath..

S. C. BUFF ORPINGTOUS
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n

1
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AVIATOR BEACHEV HAS LOST HIS NERVE BECAUSE OF THE DEATH OF
WALSH. HIS PUPIL AND QUITS THE GAME: BIG CROWDS FULL OF LIFE
AND ORDERLY SAYS. NAN O'NEIL, THE NEW MEXICAN'S STAFF
CORRESPONDENT.
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High Art

and

of

Easy Shoes

Artistic

READY-TO-WEA-

for
Shoe
great interest was that ,of San Juan of the carnival banners saying: "Let's
Feans don't
Santa
Get
peai-BThe
Acquainted,"
Apples,
peaches,
county.
DRY GOODS AND SHOES, ETC., ETC.
state prunes, grapes and quinces made up dare "come across" for fear some
corner
Your
fair are nothing if they are not per- the display, as well as corn, potatoes neighbor will walk around the
Making
one is
was
The
then.
Linevery
collection
beets.
However,
and
When
sugar
just
and
sistent
enterprising.
the
and
a
time
to
Juan
credit
a
enjoying
San
in
good
having
way
Curtiss
aviator,
every
coln Beachey, the
dlirillffo fruit growers as well as to the whole fair to the utmost.
fllirhtfl hprp
"
1.,1,,!1 tr,
IW mara "BU
Selection
Seen Here
Some of the Santa Fe residents
BOL1ICUU1CU fair week, damaged his bi state. Another San Juan county prodare
coal. This quality who are "seeing the metropolis"
plane Tuesday, and it was apparent uct was a lump of
J. B. McManus, Mr. and Mrs. Peter
that he would not fly again in Albu- is said to be the finest in the United
re- Lineau, Mrs. L. Lineau, Judge John R.
The
States.
were
survey
geographical
immediately
telegrams
querque,
sent to the Curtiss office in New York, ports show that a large portion of the McFle, Dr. L. F. Murray, Gus Koch,
TheoSILK AND SERGE DRESSES
with the result that Roy N. Francis, county is underlaid with coal beds; Carl Bishop, Frank McCane,
S.
of Denver, arrived in Albuquerque at San Juan county is advertising in dore Espe, Mr. and Mrs. S. G.G.Morley,
show- Mrs. James
a
Seligman,
midnight Thursday to make flights at every way and making great
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Newhall,
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is fair means more to the New Mexican B. Renehan and Miss Salome Salmon.
D. C, last night. There
WOOL GROWERS.
Looking or
gossip' current here to the effect that himself than to any stray tourists that
Duty.
N. M., Oct.
Beachey has determined to abandon may be within the city limits, although of Albuquerque,
the features of the Friday prog-- ;
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was the meeting of tie New Mexico
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three order in the last four innings.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
EIGHTH

INNING.

First half:
Devore struck out.
Doyle was out at first on a grounder
to Stahl,
unassisted.
Snodgrass
struck out.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
- Second half:
Bedient flied to Snodgrass. Hooper flied to Shafer. Yerkes lined to Herzog.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
NINTH

w'

rf

I

;

INNING.

Murray out on a fly to
Gardner. Merkle flied to Speaker. It
was a long drive but Speaker judged
it perfectly. Herzog out, Yerkes to
Stahl.
No runs, no hits, no errors.

f 'VVV

BY WIRELESS.
Seattle, Wash., Oct. 12. By means
of the wireless telegraph the officers

Sjtljy

V

f

'

uTV

BOSTON AGAIN 2 TO

I

AND MIGHTY BEDIENT, THE BOY DID IT TOO
. SCOftl

R. H. E.
...2 5 1
1
3 1

BOSTON.
NEW YORK.. ..
Boston, Mass., Oct. 12.
'.

The Boston
American League champions defeated
the New York Nationals by a score of
2 to 1 today in the fifth of the world's
series before a crowd of about 35,000
people. The Red Sox only need to win
one more game to capture the title of
world's, champions, while the Giants
must win three straight games to win
the championship laurels.
The youthful Bedient pitched a wonderful game, holding the New York
club to three hits. Mathewson also
pitched a superb game.. New York's
only run was scored on a two bagger
by Merkle, two outs and an error by
Gardner. The next game of the series will be played in New York on
Monday when the Red Sox crack
Joe Wood, will probably be sent
to pitch against New York.
THE OFFICIAL BOX SCORE:
AB RBttPO A E
New Tork
box-ma- n,

Devore,

If.

......

.

Poyle, 2b.
Snodgrass, cf
Murray, rf
Merkle, lb
Herzog, 3b.
Meyers, c

Fletcher, ss
McCormick,

....

.

2

0

0

0

0

4
4

0 0
0 0
0 0

0

2

2

0 0

0

1

0

1 15
0 2
1 2
0 2

0

0
0

3
4

.. ..4

1

0
0

3
2

0

x... .. ..1

0

Sharer, jcx. and ss.
Mathewson, p
Totals
Boston
Hooper, rf
Yerkes, 2b
Speaker, cf
Lewis, If
Gardner, 3b
Stahl, lb
Wagner, ss

.

0
2

0 0

0
0
0

.0 0

0
0

0

1

1
3

0

3
30"

1

3 24 12

1

1
0

0

AB R BH PO A E
4 1
2 4 0 0
4
3
3

Cady, c

3
3
3
3

Bedient, p

3

Totals,

3

0
1

29

1

13

3

3

0

1
3
7

0
2

0

0
0
0
1
0

5

0

0

0

0 0

0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0

1110

0 0
0 0
2

5 27

6

1

X Batted for Fletcher in seventh.
XX Ran for McCormick in seventh.
SUMMARY:
Two base hit: Merkle.
Three base hit: Hooper, Yerkes.

Double play: Wagner, Yerkes and
Stahl.
Left on bases: Xew York, 5; Boston
3.

Base on balls: Off Bedient,,

First base on errors:

3.

New York, 1;

Boston, 1.
Struck out: By Mathewson, 2; Bedient, 4.
Time: 1:43.
At plate, O'Loughlin; on bases, Rig-ler- ;
left field, Klem; right field,
Evans.
SCORE BY INNINGS.

0000010 01

0
New Yorl? '.
Boston
...0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 x 2
Total attendance, 34,683. Total reNational commisceipts, $63,201.
sion's share, $6,320.10. Each club's
share, $24,440.45.
Boston flamed with baseball excitement today and all highways and
byways of the city led to Fenway
park, where the Boston Americans
were to battle with the New York Nationals for the fifth game of the
world's series. The winning of a
second victory from the Giants yesterday aroused the Red Sox supporters to a high degree of confidence
that the American League champions will win the premier title in
baseball and four hours before the
game, six thousand fans were sitting
in the bleachers, unmindful of a

heavy mist that came in from the sea.
The contest today was regarded by
the ball players as the real turning
point in the world's series. A defeat for the Giants would make it
necessary to win three games in succession, while the Red Sox with three
games already won, woulu then have
only, to jtfn'one ut of gigragxt three
games. , A victory .for : the" Giants
would put the two teams oh even
terms again.
The probable order of batting was:
Boston Hooper, rf; Yerkes, 2b;
Speaker, cf; Lewis If; Gardner 3b;
Stahl, lb; Wagner, ss; Carrlgan, c;
Collins,

p.

New York Snodgrass, rf; Doylo,
2b; Becker, cf; Murray, If; Merkle,
lb; Herzog, 3b; Meyers, c; Fletcher,
ss ; Mathewson, p.
Umpires O'Laughlin, Rigler, Evans
and Klem.
There Was a little feeling among
the Red Sox players against some of
the players and people of New York.
It was claimed by the Boston men
that Fletcher tried to hurt Cady by
jumping on him at the plate in the
sixth inning of yesterday's
game.
Cady was not hurt but his team
mates said today that Fletcher's intention was plain. They had another
grievance on account of an assault
with stones and dirt made on the
Boston players by people in the
street while on the way from the
polo grounds in automobiles.
"Buck" O'Brien was struck by a
stone, but suffered only a slight abrasion of the skin. Other players said
they had narrow escapes.
The profits this year will be great
er than before, the Red Sox, if they
win, receiving $4,024.68 , each. The
'
giants, should they win will get
each.
The
$3,849.61
discrepancy is
explained by the fact that twenty-thre- e
Giants will divide the proRed
ceeds, whereas only twenty-tw- o
Sox players are eligible to share in
the award.
The same is true of the loser's end,
which to the Red Sox will mean
the New York's
$2,683.12 and to
$2,566.46 each. These figures are final
for the series as the players will
share in no more games, yesterday's
contest in New York, the fourth in
the series, being the last in which
they are entitled to participate in
the proceeds.
Just before the game began, the
temporary fence in center field broke
down from the pressure of the crowd.
The crowd, however, made no effort
to intrude upon the field.
Umpire: O'Loughlin went behind
the bat; Rigler took the bases. Klem
left field and Evans right field.
The batteries are:
For Boston: Bedient and Cady.
New York: Mathewson and Meyers.
FIRST INNING.
First half: Devore walked, on four
bad ones. Doyle flied out to Lewis.
Devore was forced at second when
Wagner took Snodgrass' grounder and
tossed to Yerkes who Completed a
double play by throwing Snodgrass
out at first
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Second half: Hooper singled to
center on the first ball pitched.
Yerkes flied to Fletcher.
Speaker
was given a great hand as he came
to the plate. Speaker singled to left,
Hooper being held on second. Hoop

and men on the cruiser Maryland,
which returned from the Orient yesterday with Secretary of State Knox
and Secretary of the Interior Fisher,
were kept posted while at sea on the
progress of the world's series games.
The men had been paid off in Yokohama and were well supplied with
funds and lively betting resulted.
Much money changed hands when the
wireless flashed the returns.

j

er was forced at third when Herzog
took Lewis' grounder and touched
the base. Gardner struck out.
'
Jo runs, two hits no errors.
SECOND

INNING.

First half: Murray walked, Merkle was thrown out at first, Gardner
to Stahl, Murray taking second. Herzog sent up a high fly to Yerkes.
Meyers filed to Hooper.
No runs, ho hits, fid errors.
y
Second half: Stahl out, Fletcher
to Merkle. Wagner singled to right.
Cady was out Mathewson to Merkle.
Wagner taking second. ' Doyle threw
out Bedient, making a clever stop
and throw to first.
No runs, one hit, no errors.'
THIRD INNING.
First half: Fletcher flied to Hooper. Mathewson got a great ovation
as he came to the plate. Mathewson singled to center. Devore walked. It was Bedient's third base on
balls. Doyle flied to Speaker. Snodgrass sent up a high foul to Cady.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
Second half; Hooper drove the
ball to left for three bases. Hooper
scored on a three by Yerkes. The
crowd was in a turmoil of excitement
when Speaker came to the bat.
Yerkes scored when Doyle muffed
Speaker's grounder. Speaker tried to
go to second on the error bet was
thrown out, Murray to Fletcber. Lewis
to Merkle.
was out "MathewBon
Gardner weiit out, Merkle unassisted.
Two runs, two hits, one error.
FOURTH

INNING.

The Boston fans were
simply delirious with joy. They cheered Hooper as he went to his position
at right field. Murray out on a fly to
Yerkes. Merkle struck out. Bedient
burned the ball over the plate with
bewildering speed and he had his drop
curve working nicely. Herzog sent up
a high one to Stahl.
No runs, no bits, no errors.
Second half: Stahl out, Herzog to
Merkle. Wagner struck out Cady
flied out to Snodgrass.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
FIFTH INNING.
First half: Meyers singled to left.
Fletcher filed to Hooper. Mathewson
struck out. Devore flied to Hooper. .
No runs, one hit, no erroi-sto
Second half: Bedient's lined-flMerkle. Hooper out, Doyle to Merkle.
Fletcher threw out Yerkes at first. It
was a brilliant stop and throw of a
hard grounder.
No runs, no' hits, no errors.
SIXTH INNING.
First half: Doyle out, Yerkes to
Stahl. This was another clever play,
Yerkes taking the grounder on the
grass toward first base. Snodgrass
filed to Gardner. Murray fouled out
tc Gardner.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Second half: Speaker out, Doyle to
Merkle. LewiB out, Herzog to Merkle.
Gardner out on a grounder to Merkle,
unassisted.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
SEVENTH INNING.
First half: Merkle got a two base
hit into the left field bleachers. Herzog flied to Wagner. Meyers fled to
Speaker. Merkle Went to third aftct
error of McCormick's
Gardner's
grounder. Shatter ran for McCormick, Gardner threw out Mathewson
at first.
One run, one bit, one error.
Second half: Shafer went to short
in place of Fletcher. Stahl was out
Mathewson to Merkle. Shafer threw
out Wagner at first Herzog threw
out Cady at first Mathewson was
pitching in full form, having turned

First half:

,

y
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CORONADO.
M.

Schindlln, Marietta, Ohio.
L. Garcia, City.
EUROPEAN.
A. J. Cowy, Santa Rosa.
Camllo Sanchez, Santa Rosa.

Abran Maes, Santa Rosa.
Jose S. Duvan, Santa Rosa.-- :
Leandro Hurlock, Folsom.V fSl&'-''.'.'j l'-

Frank D. McBride, Espanola.
Miss S. S. McBride, Espanola.
William C. Van Glider, Chicago.
William J. Mills. Las Vegas.
"Mrs. O. W. Olingee, Denver,
the Boston batters back, in one, two

There Is a thrill and fascination in
thA trainine of wild animals which
one is never successfully able to
throw off when once it Is fexperiencea.
All wild animal trainers deep down

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
PALACE.
C. Yokom, Los Angeles.
D. J. Leahy, Las Vegas

law'
j

f..

L. Delgado, City.
F. H. McGee, Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Roach, New
York.
J. H. Brooks Thornley, Sydney, N.

Ray, Wlnfleld, Ala., says: "My '
T. J. Ry suffered with
kidney
and bladder trouble so bad he had to
use a catheter.
Various ' kidney,
remedies were tried without result V
ana nnaiiy we gave him Foley Kidney
Pills. In three days he could pass
some water and on the fifth, no long-e- r
needed a catheter. He continued
tc use Foley Kidney Pills until entirely cured." For sale by all Druggists.

-

--

I

See

I

"Ad."
To-da- y
JOHN

E. FRANK

PLAYERS.

John E, Frank in the leading roles
the John E. Frank, players opened a
three-night- s
'at the
engagement
Grand last night with a presentation
of the pleasing comedy-drama- ,,
"The
Love Pirate."
was
"The offering
far above
the average popular priced stock
production and elicited hearty and
approving applause from the fair sized
rainy night crowd which attended.
Miss Watters, Mr. Frank and other
members of the cast appeared to good
advantage, and appealing vaudeville
features were introduced to lend variety.
"Tonight's offering will be the powerful drama of southern life, "St., Elmo," a stage adaptation of Mrs. Augusta Evans Wilson's novel of that
title."

their hearts know they will eventually meet their death from the beasts
which they seek to conquer. However,
they apparently labor under the impression that they are one of the
chosen immune and go on and on until suddenly the curtain of life, Is low
ered on them without warning. - The
Al. G. Barnes three ring wild animal
show, best known as the show that'3
different will exhibit in Santa Fe on
Tuesday, October 15. More animals
will be seen with this exhibition than
ever gathered before at any time.
In

on

Page 3.
THE WHITE
WILLIAM

FARAH

HOUSE

EMIL MIGMARD0T

THE

Capital Bar
An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
Lemp's Beer will kill your
, ,

thirst I

A Ulass of
.

A

California Wine will

put blood in your veins !

Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
will make you forget your

troubles

I

Phone Orders Attended To Promptly

fJfiAD

IMPORTED
and DOMESTIC
255 San Francisco St.

Phone 239 W

NOTICE.

To all Automobile Chauffeurs, ' Greet

ing:

Pope Motor Cycle

it known by copy of ordinance
4 Horse Power
attached that every one guiding an
PRICE, $165.00
automobile is required to blow a horn,
siren or whistle turning or crossing
With Imported Majrneto.
corners of the streets or passing vehi- A Motorcycle without a doubt wltb trouble
at ine
Be

left
cles from the rear. Failure to comply with this rule will subject the
offender to arrest by the city marshal or his police. A great many complaints have been received that this
ordinance Is not being enforced. Any
one may stop at the marshal's office
and get a copy of the ordinance
which readB as follows:
"Sub-Bee- .
11. That every automo- LJ3f
bile, motor cycle, and every motor PASH BROS.,

factory.

AND BEL1ABLK.

Ajrts., Santa Fe

;n

LOCAL ITEMS

S. W.

H. M. Beatty, Little Rock, Ark.,
says: "For the past two years I suffered with kidney trouble, had Bevere
pains across my back'' and over my
hips that almost meant death to me
at times. I used several well known
kidney remedies, but got no relief un
til I used Foley Kidney Pills. These
I can truthfully say made me a sound
and well man." For sale by all druggists.

C.

3tilr

If It's Real Esate Hayward Has It.
"Well Known Barber Dead W. H.
Kerr received a telegram today from
Albuquerque stating that T. J. Dunlap,
a well known barber of the Duke City,
died last night. Traveling men all
over the state patronized , Dunlap's
shop and bo did many residents of
the Duke City.
THE AMERICAN LADY AND W. B.
CORSETS AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
Everybody loves flowers. Why not
get some of those Hyacinth, Tulip,
Easter Lily and other bulbs for indoor
winter blooming. You can get them
already planted at FISCHER'S DRUG
COMPANY.
Leave your orders at
once, as the supply will be limited.
Typewriters "The Rage" A. J. Edwards, traveling salesman for one of
the largest typewriter companies in
the world, Is in the city today and
says that the demand for typewriting
machines is increasing so rapidly all
over the country that it will soon, be
rare to find even a home without one
astonishor two of the articels. " It
ing to see so many of the standard
machines in use in New Mexico. The
explanation seems to be in the fact
that people have purchased little,
cheap machines, learned to write on
them and have craved the fastest contrivances for performing a work
which becomes fascinating as one
sees one's thoughts put in cold, legible
print I am sure the day is soon at
hand where the ability to write at
great speed on a machine wijl be as
common in this country as the ability
to ride prancing steeds was 8 few
years ago in the southwest."'
If one will go barefotted one can
escape corns, but who wishes to go
barefooted? Zook has an easier way
a corn cure!
THE BEST LINE OF DRAPERIES
AND CURTAINS AT THE WHITE

HEAVYWEIGHTS BATTLE.
San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 12. Al
Kaufman, the local heavyweight and
Luther McCarthy, the Oklahoma giant,
who knocked out Carl Morris, were
scheduled to begin a twenty round
fight today at 3 p. m. Odds quoted
show McCarthy a 10 to 8 favorite, but
practically no money has been posted.

-

V

fciw, fw. V..

THE CUBS AND SOX AT CHICAGO.
Batteries: White Sox White and
Easterly. Cubs: Lavender and Archer.
First Inning: Nq runs, no hits, no
errors.
First inning; second half; No runs,
'
- r
NELLIE WATTERS WITH THE
one hit,. no errors.
Second jnntng: Cubs, 1; Sox, 0.
THEATRE GOERS PROMISED
Third Inningr Cubs, 0; Sox, 0. "
TREAT. BY FRANK PLAYERS.
Fourth Inning: Cubs, 0; Sox, 2.
The John E. Frank Players who
Fifth inning: Cubs, 2; Sox, 0.
will open a three-nigh- t
engagement at
Sixth inning: Cubs, 1; Sox, 1.
the Elks theater next Monday night
are heralded as one of the best rep- CHAVEZ WON DECISION
in
OVER TOMMY RYAN. ortoire companies now traveling
the west. The company features Nel(By Nan O'Neil.)
lie Watters, and John E. Frank, late
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 12. Benny
and
Chavez, of Trinidad, won the decision of the 'Tlower of the Ranch"
over Tommy Ryan, of San Francisco, "The Golden Girl."
The opening bill of the company
at the end of ten rounds in Albuquer-- '
comeay arama,
que Thursday night, ' the Colorado win De ine mree-ac- t
bantam having a shade over the "The Love pirate." Vaudeville will
Native Son in footwork and aggres- be given between the acts and some
siveness. Chavez played strong for very clever vaudevillians are carried
a knockout, but was unable to do any- by the Frank players.
Of this company the Amarilla, Texthing damaging to Ryan, who fought
back gamely in every round. Charlie as, Express, says:
Pierson, of Denver, and Al Smauldlng,
"Featuring Miss Nellie Watters and
of Albuquerque, went eight rounds to
a draw, the going being fast and furious in every stanza. The fight card
Mrs. Theresa B. White, City.
was a good one and was enjoyed imS. C. James, Gallup.
J. L. Perea, Albuquerque.
mensely by the large crowd of fans
E. Sena, Albuquerque.
present, dozens of whom being from
MONTEZUMA.
Santa Fe.
C. M. Pickel, Chicago.
W. A. Connor, El PaBO.
SILVER CITY HAS
F. C. Shellhaus, Albuquerque.
A WALK AWAY.
O. L. Owen, City.
Albuquerque, N.4M., Oct. 12. SilMr. Wood, City.
ver City won handily from AlbuquerMr. and Mrs. C. L. Newcomb, Jr.,
que Friday by the score of 13 to 1, Denver.
which made the Stynta Fe- fans here
G. G. Armistead, Memphis.
feel rather chesty, rfin ithat the game
A. J. Harding, Kansas City.
demonstrated that both Santa Fe and
J. H. Clark, Kansas City.
Albuquerque are in the same class as
Carroll H. Wegeman, U. S. Geologi
baseball clubs when contrasted with cal Survey.
the hard hitting miners. Kane, of
M. C. Williams, Detroit.
Marshall, Texas, pitched for AlbuC. C. Goodrich. Detroit.
T. P. Martin, Taos.
querque and Big Bill Pettus of the
New York colored giants did the reEd. D. Tittman. Hillsboro.
J. T. Hartley, Albuquerque.
ceiving.
Thomas, of Wichita, pitchR. C. Prewltt, Albuquerque.
ed for Silver City and Jacob did the
P. L. Dawson, Trinidad.
backstop stunt. Silver City simply
A. J. Brownsten, Baltimore.
walked away with the game, clouting
R. E. Cabell, Washington.
the ball at will aid running the bases
L. F. Speer, Washington.
wild.
BEAUDETTE BADLY
INJURED IN RACES.
(By Nan O'Neil.)
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct 12. A. E.
Beaudette, aviator and motorcycle
rider, received a bad spill on the fair
grounds track late Friday afternoon,
when in the last lap of a five ' mile
handicap he overturned the machine,
which was reduced to a bundle of
junk. Beaudette managed to get out
from under the machine but was badly Injured in doing ao. He was taken
to the hospital, where an examination by physicians developed no fatal
injuries. The motorcycle races at
the fair have provett pne of the really
big features of the., program. The
star performer among the motorcyclists is a youngster named Metzln-ger- ,
who has earned the title, "dare
devil." Metzinger rides the machine
so skilfully that his. companions now
demand that he be barred from
events other than handicaps.

'

XL

'

1

J.

;

BASEBALL

1

vehicle shall be equipped with, horn,
siren or whistle, which shall be sounded when rounding corners or crossing any street or when passing any
vehicle from the rear; every automobile or other motor vehicle, except
motor cycles shall be eauiDned with
three lights, two in front and one in
rear rear light red. Motor cycles
shall be equipped with one front light,
all other vehicles shall be equipped
with a front light. All lights shall be
lighted within forty-fiv- e
minutes after sunset and until daylight."
(Signed) RAFAEL GOMEZ,
City Marshal.
Santa Fe, N. M Oct. 11, 1912.
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HIGH SCHOOL NOTES.

DON'T TAKE OUR WORD!

hi more direct com-

PAGE FIVE

You Will Find

Miss May Closson spent the entire
week with friends in Albuquerque.

the

NOT SEEN THE BEST COATS
YOU'VE you've seen our's. We believe
our patrons deserve the very best, both
in style and quality, that's why we handle

(Contributed by the Freshmen.)
This week was a busy one, especStyles In
ially for the poor sophomores who
Miss Ruth Laughlin left Tuesday to
BUT COME AND SEE
scratched their heads and pulled their
be
the guest of Miss liuning while in
hair In a wild struggle to come some
AT
"
where near the right answer to the Albuquerque.
simple questions of "the teachers, 'Tis
LINDHARDT, AH the NEW MODELS
Mrs. Francis C. Wilson, Miss Marin, and are now
said that Miss Staley helped Bernard
THE LINE OF SUPERIOR MADE
and Miss Kate Mueller
Parker
garet
Spitz with his piano solo; there is no arrived
to attend the Mon125 Palace Ave.
ready for inspection.
doubt that was the reason for his tezuma yesterday
ball.
One-Piec- e
rendering it so beautifully.
The sophomores made a sad niistake
Santa Fe showed a goodly attend- been received here of an alleged fight
In
colors
the
that
freshmen';;
at the state fuir hold in- Albu- among Indians in San Juan county.
ance
saying
'
Several parties Superintendent Terry of Espuuola is
ought to have been three shades of querque this week.
and
of
auto
instead
the
blue; made
tan, orange
green
trip by
enjoying the investigating.
FOR SALE Fine apples $2.50 per
For Evening Wear are absolutely
probably the slam was meant for the good weather and good roads.
barrel pf 15U pounds. Phone iCasner!JKI
seniors.
the last word in all that is beautiful
1262 W.
iR
Every one Tiad a good time and dio ranch,
The girls basket ball team is havand perfect in this line.
LADIES' COATS,
Are
you
couldn't
do
looking for a complete and
at
home
ing regular practice twice a week and things they
the modern home in the city? Hayward
SUITS
FABRICS
If it keeps up the good work, Santa Fe meaning that they took in all
CLOAKS,
NEW STYLES-NE- W
it for sale. Do not fail to look;
will have a winning team. The seniors sights at the carnival, ihrew confetti has
and DRESSES
one they didn't know, saw him up.
are planning for the oratorical contest
NEW LINE of Misses' and
Curtis machine circling around
meat prices in Andrews'
the
Interesting
THE Girls1
come.
23d.
on
October
Everybody
Blue Serge Suits and
GOING TO BE THROWN ON THE COUNTERS THIS WEEK
over their heads, wi'tched the auto Ad.
Although we, the freshmen, are parade, and drank pink
HOSIERY
ONYX
HARVARD
of
AND
lemonade,
Dresses area Picture of the Dressbennlto
wnrA of our Inferiority we
course.
MILLS
UNDERWEAR
AT
THE
at prices that will shatter your nerves. We will show you
maker's Art. Prices way down.
lWn thnl the seniors realize our
WHITE HOUSE.
basket
to
wish
worth when they
play
that we can give prices, and on the very best merchandise,
Dr. and Mrs. W. H. Hrown, Miss Flo
Find a Skeleton A skull was dug
THE SECOND SHIPMENT OF
ball, as was the case on Tuesday last.
from under the floor
this
up
morning
Jack
merchand ise that we back up with our name and reputation.
Garrett
and
Horn
Charlie
Moore,
We believe it was 13 to 5 in favor of
of the east room of the Old Palace
on the three-thirtleft
train
Monday
&
Norfolk
inferiors.
the
Jackets
Blazers Knit
afternoon for Albuquerque, took in the and the question is raised: "is this
We, the pupils of Santa Fe high fair that night and came home the the relic of a tragedy or an evidence
You Never Go Wrong at Selijman's
school;' desire to express our thanks next morning, driving in two
that a corner of Santa Fe was buill
GO.
ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS
and appreciation for the many pieces
One of the cars on an old Indian cemetery site?"
Hupmobiles.
That $75 Round Oak Base 'Burner
of athletic apparatus the board of edu belongs to Mrs. S. B. Orimshaw and
cation has furniBhed us. 1 he slides the other to Dr. Brown. Yes, Dr. in Gerdes' store was bought at
and swings are being put up for the Brown has the Hupmobile agency
A Good Comedy is Won at High
benefit of the Children and the teach- now, and trie next time you go up to
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.
ers.
have a tooth pulled lie will probably Tide at the Elks Sunday night.
RELIABLE
STANDARD
AT
SHOES
We understand the juniors have al- think lie is putting in the clutch and
LESS AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
One of
most comready purchased their tickets for the forget to give you the gas.
, From 30 to 59 degrees was the temi circus
went
and
got
together
they all
homes in
modern
plete
perature range yesterday;- average resent
'em cheap. v Colonel Barnes
:
The
cent.
lative
of
Fe.
humidity,
per
day
"comps" to all members of the freshwas clear ajad "cool with a 'mean temMr. Lougee. Of
man
including
class,
&
CO.
beBANK
perature of 44 degrees or 8 degrees
FIVE ROOMS, SLEEPING PORCH, BATH, HEAT, BEST OF LOCATIONS
course the seniors will1 not lose their
low normal.
There was a steady
TELEPHONES.
to
an
to
as
extent
an
such
to
go
dignity
brisk win4 at night.
For Price and Terms; Inquire of
s
Editor's office, 31 J.
animal show. The sophomores will not
Civilization has exacted 'certain
31
W.
Business
office,
course.
be admitted-- f
penalties from the race corns which
The boys of the high school have
interfere with exercise; Zook has a:
B. Former
is
William
Governor
J.
Mills
to
relievo
succeeded in finding a way
corn cure, however.
Does
from Las Vegas.
here
Room
,
8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
their melodious bass tones by a glee
THE LION BRAND CLOTHING
and Mrs. T. P. Martin of Taos,
Ir.
while
Susie
Flske
Wallace
led
club,
by
FOR LESS AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
are in the city for a few days.
ixi
lie
IF ITS REAL ESTATE, HAYWARD HAS IT.
leads the band.
The tailors that make our clothes
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Hoach of New
Solicited
Your Patronage
can
world
best
the
are
the
that
proYork, are sightseers in the city.
Maurice Thomas has returned to duce; every stitch is backed by a
PURELY PERSONAL.
Ann
Arbor to continue his law studies. guarantee, and not like tailors that
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President.
W.E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett returned Sun
A. J. Edwards, representing a noted by words and imitations fool the pat
the
with
a
delightful trip
day from
rons and make them believe that is
t.
J. B. LAJttY,
typewriter company, is here from
geographers to the Grand Canyon. He Denver.
the stuff. Salmon.
says that their appreciation of their
Miss Kate Mueller is in AlbuquerElegantly Furnished Rooms for rem.
reception In Santa Fe was unceasing.
que, where she attended the Montezu- The finest rooms in the city, having
all modern conveniences, Including
ma ball last night.
Judge and Mrs. Robert Foree were
Mrs. Roibal and her daughter. Miss electric light, steam heat and baths.
in Santa Fe a few, days the first part
o The
European Hotel, centrally lo'of the week before they left for Ojo Ruby Roibal, left today for San
Two Acres In Orchard and
cated. State Progressive Headquartwhere
Miss
will
Roibal
teach
the
will
where
Caliente
spend
they
Small Fruity Eight-roo- m
To make room for a large shipment of FURNITURE.
ers in the hotel.
winter with Mrs. Foree" Bister, Mrs. school.
Elks
at
the
Pathe
Sunday
W.
O.
Weekly
Mrs.
Mrs.
Conner
and
Klein,
stop-deHouse, Stable and Other
Seeing the Coal Burners, Wood Burners, of all sizes
Joseph. Judge and Mrs. Foree
Miss Minhlnnit have gone to Albuquer- night. It's good.
to
from
on
their
Kentucky
way
and many styles, is enough to'makc ycu buy. PreBuildings.
Date of Meeting Changed The
visit their daughter, Mrs. Chalmers que to spend there the final day of
pare now for the cold weather.
Mothers' club will meet Wednesday,
the state fair.
McConnel, who iives in Cloudcroft.
of
SIX ACRES ON ACEQU1A MADRE-tPa- rt
3
in
afterthe
at
o'clock
October
S.
A.
General
went
16th,
Brookes
Adjutan
Trees Bearing.
in Alfalfa and 18
The various art lovers and friends to Albuquerque yesterday evening to noon, at the high school auditorium.
of the noted artist J. H. Sharp, who serve on the governor's staff, attend Mrs. Lorin C. Collins will address the
Mile from
Allj Under
THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
club and its guests on the subject Of
makes his summer home in Taos, will ing the Montezuma ball.
will
Clubs."
to
D.
lie
"Womens'
learn
that
B.
be disappointed
Department
Tittman, lawyer and editor
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
LOW PRICE TO PURCHASER IF TAKEN AT ONCE
not be able to give an exhibit here and member of the constitutional con- THE NO NAME HATS FOR MEN
He vention, is here to .attend the meet- - AT THE WHITE HOUSE..
this month as he had planned.
was called to Spokane very hurriedly ing Monday of the board of equaliza
Always good pictures at the Elks.
i
last week by a telegram sent him that tion,
See them tonight.
Misses Jane and Jean McGillivray,
Mrs. Sharp's sister had Deen seriously
He the petite and pretty daughters of Mr.
The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and
injured In a runaway accident.
will make his winter home, as usual, and Mrs. Augus McGillivray, are back
Best Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our COLPLETE
Crow Agency, Montana.
at
in the city.
of
LINE
.
Phone, Red 189.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Newcomb, Jr.,
Frelere-Mareccwho was the passed through here today on their
Miss
GOOD ADVICE
:
1 19 San Francisco St.,
:
Santa Fe,:New Mexico.
guest of Mrs. I. H. Rapp last week, way to Denver, having visited the
This is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and
left Monday morning for Santa Clara southern parts of the state. They are
we carry two desirable patterns, the
The Results Made This Newburg
where she will make her home for a traveling in a Velie-4machine.
AND THE BRIDE'S BOQUET.
DIANA
month or so. In November she plans
J. H. Brooks Thornley, a globe trotLady Glad She Followed
to go to the Hop! village of Tewa in ter, is here from Sydney, New South
Suggestion.
Arizona where she will remain during Wales, Australia. He came here from
is Chicago and is on his way to San
the winter. Miss Frelere-Marecc- o
Newburg, Ala. 'Tor more than a
making an exhaustive study of the In Francisco to embark for home.
R. E. Cab;ll. commissioner of the year," writes Myrtle Cothrum, of this
dian, systems of government and is
mmmmmmmi
learning the Tewa language In order internal revenue service, arrived last place, "I suffered with terrible pains in
from Washington.
is on a my back and head. I had a sallow
He
night
License Numbers, 66-6Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.
tour of inspection of the revenue of- complexion, and my face was covered
POULTRY AND STOCK FOOD
PILLS fices
CHICHESTER BRAND.
of the west and southwest.
Next Door to Postoftice.
with pimples. Our family doctor only
Irfufleat A.k 70MP Vntnlit for
Mrs. John R. McFie 1b in Albuquer- gave me temporary relief.
We have our own mill run by electricity, and
tBi.MHfl.wn IM.mona If rand
I'llU in Red and Void
que
visiting her daughters, Miss Mary
A friend of mln advised me to try
furnish pure, cleancorn chop either coarse
can
Boxes, sealed wiui Blue Kitibon.
Take no other. Rur of Tour
McFie, head of the music department Cardul, so I began taking it, at once,
or fine, as meal for the little chicks
medium
HrnawUt. Ask lnrfl(l.('lftK.T
at the University of New Mexcio, and and with the best results, for I was
IMAMONO IIRANIl PILLS, for Sft
We
srind
can
known as Best, Safest, Always Reliant
any mixture that is desired o.
years
Miss
"Toots'
a
at
the cured after
-- v
McFie. student
taking two bottles. My
such as corn, wheat, mil
different
the
grains,
university.
mother and my annt have also used
fir corn, bran, etc.
kaf
let,
oats,
Cardul and were greatly benefited.
l 15 lb. pkg., $ .65
I shall always praise Cardul to sick
.
1.20
30 lb. "
and suffering women."
KAUNE
H.
GO.
Green. Cut Bone and Meat
SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO
Cardul is a purely vegetable, per( 100 lb. sack,
3.75
fectly harmless, tonic remedy for women, and will benefit young and old.
Every fanner and every family that has even a few chickens
Lowes
Where Prices
Its Ingredients are mild herbs, havTHE WEATHER.
X
should
have cut bone and meat to feed them. It improves
for Safe Quality.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 12. The 3. ing a gentle, tonio effect, on the woand makes them lay.
health
their
constitution.
manly
X forecast is generally fair tonight
Cardul has helped a million women
Sale at GORM LEY'S GENERAL STORE.
For
and Sunday with not much X back to health and strength.
Fruit Season Ss, change
The Home-Growof temperature.
Si
Have you tried It? If not, please
POULTRY AND VETERINARY REMEDIES
is on and we are offering to the n 'X ) S ) !. K X Ji X X X do. It may
be just what you need.
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"The Palmer Garment"
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FOR SALE

the
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Santa

CAPITAL $50,50000

JOSEPH

a General Banking Business

MANAGER,

We Are Going to Sell Out
All of Our Stoves
And at Cost Prices,

Vice-Presiden-

Ilde-fens-

FOR SALE

HAYWARD,

p

Tract

in
Plaza.

Fruit

Irrigation.

O.C. WATSON

& CO.

HER FRIEND'S

"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE

o

0

Mfcjnd.fi. C.

MULLIGAN & RISING,

YONTZ,'

FUNERAl DIRECTORS

S

V

ft

Why Waft ?

is ra

a

S.

are

TAUPERT,

Dispensing Optician

E. LAS VEGAS,

LOCAL ITEMS.

NEW MEXICO.

particular housewife the best to
to be had in

PEACHES,
Accurate

Work-Qu-

Returns

ick

PEARS

!

and PLUMS
We can also supply you with

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

FT. SUMNER CANTALOUPES
the finest cantaloupes grown.
' We

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of 'Satisfaction Guaranteed.
104 DON

0A5PER ST.

WE WILL MAIL YOU $1
Set of old

False Teeth send us.
for each
for old Gold, Silver,
Highest prices
old Watches, Broken Jewelry and Precious Stones.
'
pi-I-

MOUSY BIRD BT RETURN MAIL

SMELTING & REFINING
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS

Ui Chestnut

Best Coffee and Teas

CO.

St. Philadelphia, Pa.

DPNTICTC .
Tfl
I
IV VLlMltflil
"We will buy your Gold Fillings, Gold Scraps

SERVICE

RAPID DELIVERY

If you want the best in

FOR SALE GROCERIES.
J20-ACR-

PHILA.

CHASE & SANBORN S

Telephone 9 W

A live paper makes a live town.
We are making a live paper. Read it.

have just received
shipment of

E

RANCH

AND VEGETABLES.

all under fence, food Improvements, lots of water. Fine hay
land and farm land with a fine
crop on it and about 40 head of
cattle. Six miles from railroad H.
and 7 miles from the mountain.
Sell at a bargain. Address,

FRANK DAVIS,

:

- -

Jttorlarty, N. M.

FRUITS

GO TO

S. KAUNE

N. B

Write to: Ladles' Advlsorv Dent.. Chatta

TELEPHONING
nooga Medicine Co..Chatt nooga, Tenn.. for Special
Home Trrilaaanf
book.
Jmlructioiu. and
The New Mexican, If your business far
Woman," anl la DUin wrapper, on raauatt.
!s about advertising, subscriptions or
job work, please call up "31 W." If
you wish to speak to the editor or give
any news, please phone "31 J."
IN

We will have a small supply of
choice Hyacinth, Tulip, Easter Lily
and other bulbs in a few days. Leave
your orders now as the supply will
be limited. FISCHER DRUG COMPANY.
BLANKETS AT LESS AT THE
WHITE HOUSE.
The electric line in all its branches
well taken care of by experts. See advertisement of Gnagey and company
From Tight Shoes little corn do
grow, but "Zook'a Corn Cure" will
make walking easy.
Read Andrews' Ad and note the low
prices.
John Bunny in a Vitagraph at the
Elks tonight.
To Meet Monday The Woman's
Beard of Trade will hold its regular
meeting at 2:30 o'clock Monday after
noon; ;
SWEATERS AT LESS AT THE
WHITE HOUSE.
Insure With Hayward and Rest Con

J

MAYES

INSURANCE
Fire, Life, Accident,
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.

GO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality,

VETERINARY

COLIC CURE.

GUARANTEED.

A famous remedy for all classes of colic, acute indigestion and bloat. This wonderful1 remedy has
a record of curing 998 cases out of ,000. It is a
quick, sure and reliable cure for all cases of colic.
50 cents
Price,
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.

HOTS

GUARANTEED EGG PRODUCER

tt,3

Pratt's Poultry Regulator
gapes and common ailments.
makes little chicks grow fast and develops them into big layers. Keeps fowl healthy and in good laying condition.
Full directions" with each package, . . . Price, 25 cents
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
PRATT'S ANIMAL REGULATOR

REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms,

Ranches, Qjrc hards,
Qrants,1iEt!c!

Land

FORHORSES,CATTLE,SHEEP,H0GS,DAlRYCOWS,&c.

Because it works direct! v on the blood, bowels,
and digestive organs of the animal; it builds up
horses, cures hog cholera in its early
stages, makes pigs grow quickly and fatten rapidly; dairy cows give more milk.
Full directions on each package, . . Price, per pkg., 25c
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
run-dow-

n

Surety Bonds

tent.

As usual, the White House has its
Of A1I
quoto of bargains to offer you next
Do
not fail to read the adver
week.
tisement on page three.
194 W., Room 24
Just to rerYiInd you that Sparks' Telephone
Vacuum Cleaner cleans your carpet
"
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
on the floor as well as your walls and
ceilings. $1.00 per day.
- NEW MEXICO
Fight at 8an Juan Reports have SANTA FP

Kinds.

a

PRATT'S

JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.

COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
SANTA FE.N. M.
250 San Francisco St.
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Santa Fe

THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

New Mexican

Wllllani F. Brogan
ally.ptryaarsby null
Dally,

l

$2 50

mairtht, by mall

by mall
Daily per quarter, by carrier
Weekly, tlx months

Weekly, per year

BANK

OF SANTA FE

The Ranch of the

Rockies--Ope-

n

the Year Round.

Beautiful Illustrated Booklet on request.

VALLEY RANCH, N. M

THE VALLEY RANCH,

They do not need to go to the far
east to gaze upon the wonders of
Egypt. We have as great or greater
REMARKS "side
ones here, In our Cliff Dwellers' ruins,
a people perhaps ante'i representing
We have madating the Egyptians.
jestic scenery that matches the far
Ooa Canones Viejcs. Uncle Tom?
famed Alps and the beauties of the
de San Rhine. The only drawback has been
El Chanate del Condado
that we have failed to sufficiently
Que no?
Miguel.
advertise our goods, and the flow of
Will the gentleman from Dona Ana travel has set in another direction.
It is graitfying, however, that our
yield for a question?
Americans are rapidly coming to
know America better and to appreThem two old cannon have not ciate our own land more.
came yet.

$1.25
$1.50
50

im

-

"All of Today's News Today"
PHONES:

Think of El Chanate using a man
like Nathan Jaffa.

BUSINESS OFF1CE31 W EDITORIAL ROOMS31J
DESERUED REWARD.

their good fortune in the
the reward that comes
all
deserve
this
richly
of
year. They
bountiful crops
.
to them.
be
However much of the profits of many other lines of production may
his
toil,
values
through
due to unfair manipulation, the farmer creates his
and in creating them enriches all.
farmer of today, facing his declining years
The prosperous, middle-ageof the cities.
in comfort and plenty, may be envied by the
But let us not forget that the now prosperous rarmer nas Drougiu ms
of almost
present condition at cost of ceaseless toil and tireless energy, that
only
of disappointments and discouragements
inconceivable
the fittest could survive.
If any life in this country has been harder than that of the farmer
it is that of his wife. She, generally without help and with little to do with,
cooks the meals, does the family washing and the sewing, milks the cows,
raises the chickens, makes the soap and apple butter and bakes the bread
and pies, brings up a generous brood of healthy children, and often finds
time in the harvest seasons to help her husband in the fields.
The lives of these men and women have been the most extraordinary and
most fruitful in all history. It is the farmers that have converted our vast
domain from a wilderness into rich fields and made possible the flourishing
cities.
While their horizon was still bounded by the clearing his ax had made,
the prophetic farmer and his wife boldly dreamed of continental conquest.
Their vision saw beyond the dank swamp, the bleak desert and the dark
forest to the lofty buildingss and the jostling multitudes of mighty cities
prairies to the seas of golden grain beyond the
beyond the rank, grass-claharsh life of the log but and the sod house to the cozy homes of their children, where should be comfort and the higher things of life though they
might not be for him and her.
Richly have they earned all the good that comes to them. For they
have enriched not themselves alone, but the nation.
blusl-nes- s
Agriculture has ever been and ever will be the backbone of all
in this country.
None can begrudge the farmers of this country

d

wage-worke-

self-denia- l,

d

0

THE DIRTY WORK.

1 am opposed to the higher education of the people; somebody must do
the dirty work of the world; why should not the children of the working
classes be brought up to do the work their parents are now doing?"
That is, or was the opinion of Woodrow Wilson, given by himself.
He explains it now by declaring that he was playing the "smart Alec"
when he delivered himself of the opinion, but as he did utter those sentiments, he must have felt them. He did not think then, however, of being
a candidate for the presidency.
The fact Is that the opinion expressed by Woodrow Wilson is the one
held by the leaders of both standpat organizations. Taft, in his speech of
acceptance, declared that the people were not fit to govern on account of
their ignorance.
The republican national committee Is sending out the same doctrine for
use in the standpat press. The people should not be taught. They would
learn things which they ought not to know.
They would become too familiar with the methods of corporative barons
who do not want an intelligent constituency.
Let them do the "dirty work."
Let the children of the coal miners follow in the steps of their fathers,
who never see God's sunlight for months at a time.
Let them delve and toil and remain in ignorance that the owners of the
great Interests may pile up their millions at the expense of those wh do
the "dirty work." Let them bear the greater burden of the taxation which is
necessary for the carrying on of our government, that the mine owners may
be at least partially exempt and enjoy the luxuries of life.
Do not educate them lest they learn of the taxation question and find
out the difference between equalized and unequallzed taxes.
Let "the working classes be brought up to do the work of their parents."
There is danger in educating them.
Remember these opinions of the standpatters when election day comes.

THE FUNDAMENTAL IDEA.

The fundamental plank in our platform is the plank that pledges us to
fight for social and industrial justice, the plank that pledges us to work in
a bpirit of real brotherhood, scorning any hospitality of creed, standing
together shoulder to shoulder, in no matter what fashion we may severally
choose to worship our Maker; standing together to battle for the poor and
oppressed, for the lowly and the heavy laden; standing together pledged'
to fight while our lives last the great fight for righteousness in this country.
Theodore Roosevelt.
It is not only the fundamental plank but the fundamental idea of the
present great political battle. It is a fight for justice against injustice. A
fight for freedom against dictation and bossism.
A fight for the rights of the people as opposed by the big interests and
those corporations organized for greed.
A fight for an equalization of taxes whereby the people can have a square
deal, and whereby the corporations that are evading their share of the burden, shall be forced to assume their share.
It is a fight for freedom from tyrannical and corrupt political rule by the
people of the United States.

Organized in 1870.

Time Is the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
Growth determines its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance In banking,' a tradition that still
rules Its policy, but the bank is not living on its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExTelegraphic
change Sales and Purchases effected.
transfers of money made.
It is important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers in regard to your banking
business.
FRANK McKANE,
J. B. READ,

L

Associate Editor

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
.0 Dally Per darter,

THE FIRST NATIONAL

nt.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

President
General Manager
..Editor

. . . .

a

Vice-Pre.-lde-

The Oldest Bank in the State.

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Charles M. Stauffer
. wiirht niddlnes

L. A. HUGHES,

President.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe PostofHce
Published Dally
The Santa Fe New Mexican
English Weekly
The New Mexican Review
Spanish Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano

Bronson M. Cutting

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,000

R. J. PALEN,
4'
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gold and the Lilac there, too, are given
room. So sit in the Old Placita and
dream of the days gone by, along with
grandmother's flowers and memories
that never die.

g

THE CHURCHES
CATHEDRAL.

19th Sunday after Pentecost.
1st Mass at 6:30 a. m. 2nd Mass at
Assistant Cashier.
Cashier.
3rd Mass
9:30, sermon in English.
at 10:30, sermon in Spanish. At 6:30
Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS
FOUR PER CENT
o'clock p. m., October Devotions.
Lady of Guadalupe.
First mass 7 a. m. Second mass
9.30 a. in.
IT'S OVER.
Sermon in Spanish and
This has been a big week for the English.
CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS.
state of New Mexico and for our
Church of the Holy Faith Rev.
neighbor, Albuquerque, who Is to be
EDDY DELGADO, PROPRIETOR.
congratulated on the manner In which Leonidas Smith, Rector.
MANUFACTURER OF
October 13th (Nineteenth Sunday
the state fair has been conducted. It
was a matter of pride to the citizens after Trinity.)
Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
of New Mexico.
8 a. m., Holy Communion and serand Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
In a state that Is largely dependent mon. "Jesus Also Was Bidden." (St.
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
upon Its agricultural resources, the John 2:2b).
Send for Price List and Full Information.
fair season is of very great value, as
9:45 a. m., Sunday school and Biblo
it Is about the only chance to give class. Teachers' meeting at 10:45 a.
119 Don Qaspar Avenue.
an idea of our possibilities, to the m.
world outside.
11 a. m., morning prayer and adThe states where manufacturies dress: "Napoleon at Elba; St. Paul,
thrive can aid in the annual exhibit a Prisoner at Home." (2 St. Timothy,
and aid, perhaps in a greater showing, 4:7.)
but a state like New Mexico is large(Next Sunday evening at 7:30
ly dependent upon Its agricultural o'clock, Joint Sunday school confershowing.
ence and service with addresses at
Double credit is due to our be the church.)
loved Sunshine State when a fair like
Friday at 2:30 p. m. there will be a
that Just closed can be given here. meeting
of the Guild and the Auxiliary
MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
Nothing seemed lacking in it. There with Mrs. Llewellyn C. Hall at the
were no disappointments; no expla- rectory.
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
nations; no apologies to be offered.
at 2:30 p. m. there will be
Saturday
What was promised was given. The a meeting or the Junior Auxiliary at
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
universal verdict is "success."
the home of Miss Miriam Cartwright.
It is unfortunat that at the time of ORDER OF MUSIC FOR SUNDAY:
year the fair must be held, more peo- Processional
Barnby
.'
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
ple from outside the state cannot be Gloria . . .
Boyce
in our midst to see it and gain the Te Deum
Wigand
American Plan, $2.50 and up,
,
right impression of the wonderful re-- Jubiato DeQ
Corbin
suits that have been attained by prop-- Qjoria Tjbi
Garrett
er cultivation and care or our re- Introit
Haydn
from
necessity, Offertory
sources, but the fall is,
Anon
fair time everywhere, as it is the Recessional
Parker
harvest time, and we can only make
or
Rooms en suite
Sopranos, Mrs. E. F. Coard, Mrs. L.
the most possible of the opportuni- C. Hall, Miss Jessie Carroll.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
ties we have, and advertise them in
Altos, Mrs. Grace Kirkpatrlck, Miss
way.
cold
every possible
rooms. Hot
Edna Abrahamson.
This Albuquerque has done. Mayor
Tenors, Mr. T. A. Hayden, Mr. A. S.
steam
electric lights.
Sellers and his committee have done Kirkpatrick.
delivered
have
work.
L.
R.
Ormsbee.
They
superb
Baritone, Mr.
. LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
the goods. Now all our citizens should
Bass, Mr. Llewellyn C. Hall.
carry on the "follow up" plan and
Organist, Miss. Elizabeth Brown.
spread abroad in every possible manDirectress, Mrs. E. F. Coard.
ner the knowledge of what we have ST. JOHN'S METHODIST CHURCH.
done and can do.
Sunday school, 9:45 a. m. Morning
New Mexico is just coming into her worship, 11 a. m.
Junior League,
own. She is a wonderful common- 3 p. m. Epworth League, 6:45 p. m.
wealth.
Evening worship, 7:45 p. m. The pasSANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
All that is needed is to boose for our tor will preach both morning and
will
set
the
has
Windsor
Miss
state.
Pansy
Albuquerque
evening.
great
HOME
ball rolling with the big fair. Every- lead the Epworth League. Topic, "A
Man With An Unclean Spirit; Healing
body push it along.
the Blight of Spiritual Defection."
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
prayer service, WednesTHE MASHER.
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
You are corI note in the Detroit iree Fress that day evening at 7:45.
Central Location.
to
St.
invited
at
John's.
worship
one of the mashers of St. Louis got dially
M. SHIMER, Pastor.
JAMES
the
other
to
him,
what was coming
THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
Large Sample Rooms.
day.
B. Z. McCullough, Minister.
It was thirty days in the work
"The Lord is my light and my salhouse.
Whom shall I fear? The
vation;
and
One of Detroit's pretty girls
is the strength of my life; Of
Lord
you know Detroit is famed for its whom shall I be afraid?"
pretty women stopped off at St.
Sunday school, 9:45. Fred McBride,
Louis to visit friends. One of the superintendent. A special program is
town "mashers" accosted her. The to be furnished for the Rally Day
Michigan girl did not attempt any service. Special music and several
rcugh methods, such as the upper cut short addresses by different ones.
or the hat pin jab. She just used the Every one who is not in any Sunday
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
apparatus given her for defense In school Is cordially invited to come and
cases of danger. She just yelled. help make it a success. Preaching at
G rvo n era aa it mnV RP0TT1.
' a noliceman It o'clock. Theme: "An Open Door
o J 7.
11 WHS O l. . JJUUW, " iiiv muv
(J U Hit
a Closed Door." Junior Endeavor. 3
New York and when he found whatp. m, Mj88 Jessie Carroll, superin-th- e
trouble was, he escorted thejtendent. Senior Endeavor, 6:45. Sub- MOULTON-ESP- E
COMPAN V
masher to the police court, and there iject: "I can do better." Evening wor- he got what was coming to him.
jship 7:45. Theme: "China and Con-I- t
is refreshing to know that some-- fucianism."
prayers, Wed- SANTA FE, N. M
GENERAL AGENTS.
times he gets it. It is one of the most nesday, 7:45 p. m. Every one cor- effensive things in America and per dially invited. "Remember the Sabhaps the life of other nations, this bath day to keep it holy. Six days
masher performance, and too long he shalt thou labor and do all they work.
has been permitted to work out his But the seventh is the Sabbath of the
HALL & HALL, M THE INSURANCE MEN," THE
dastardly methods without disturb- Lord thy God. In it thou shalt not do
co.
thou
nor
son
nor
work,
any
tfiy
thy
ance.
of Pittsburg, Pa., writing tbe most liberal Life Insurance Contracts.
v
nor
is
the
that
daughter,
stranger
The Ocean Accident & Guarantee Corporation
Lit"
Every man with any spark of within thy gates
and the Lord
billty. Plate Glass and Automobile Insurance.
chivalry or manhood in him hates and blessed the Sabbath Cay and hallowed
of Surety
The Equitable Surety Company of st- despises this character the masher. it."
"SSg
American womanhood is the greatCAPITAL CITY
GENERAL AGENTS
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
HALL & HALL KOOM 21,BANKBLDG.
est asset we have as citizens. We have
of
the
of
our
feminine
Interior,
so
to
be
Department
reason
proud
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
citizenship. The world over she Is
Sept 11, 1912.
admired and respected. She is indeis hereby given that Andrea -BMiaaBaaaaaaaWaaBBal
pendent and can carry herself any- G. Notice
Gonzales Of Glorieta, N. M., who,
where, and yet she is always a lady
on
9,
made
homestead
1907,
apSept
It makes one's blood boil to think of
plication 04786, No. 11988, for S 3
man offering her an
any
N 2 SB
Section 4,
There is nothing too severe for NE
the fellow who can offer an affront to Township 15 N., Range 11 E, N. M. P.
womanhood. St Louis set a good ex- Meridian, .has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to esample. It ought to be followed in tablish claim to the
land above decannot
We
upevery city In America.
or Rebefore
HEADQUARTERS FOR
the
'Register
scribed,
hold anything that reflects on our ceiver at
Santa Fe, N. M., on Nov.
American womanhood.
1912.
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ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,

PALACE
THE
N.
SANTA
M.
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Albukurk, N. M., Oct. 12 "Mister
Bronson Cutting," writes the Old
Codger, "I hev agin tuk my pen en
hand fur tu write tu you, th truth
about thet thur Montczumy Ball at
which I hev seen thet Nan O'Neel
whose othur name I hev not yit got. I
wish tu tell yu ov thet thur ball which
es not whut th papers sea it es. I wus
thur myseluf and I know whur ov I
epeek. Thet feller Col. Sellers he did
not treat me right. En th furst place,
they did not hev a slngul danse thet
ever heerd ov before. They wus a
dancin a lot ov new tangled dansus.
They wus no one tu call out tu yu to
git yure partner en git en line. They
wus no line., En fac' they wus none of
whut yu wuld call danses a tall, an gol
darn it, I hev never seen sech carry-in- s
on en my life, en thet's a fac' by
heck.
They wus a slidin aroun the
floor a laffun an a talkin en they wus
so many ov them peepul thur thet no
one could hev formed a square danse
a tall hed they a tried tu. As fur a
dansin the Minyuet or the Polkey, or
th Skotish er th Vlrginny reel, yu
could not hev a done it en ef yu hed
a done it, th new tangled tune by thet
thur orchestry, wuld not hev fit thI
steps no more then them new boots
bot tu come down yere in, will now
fit my feet.
I
"They paid no attenshun tu me.
wus a tappin one fut during one tune
thet sounded right smart tu me, en
thet feller Sellers he ses tu me, boost,
he ses, boost, gol darn yu, en ef yu
don't quit a klckin th floor an a makin
sech a noise with yure boots, yu'll hev
tu get out. I drawed myself up es
I
proud es th next un, en ses Itu him,I
ses,
I ses, ses I, Mister Sellers,
will git out en I will glt out tu stay
I
although I hev paid fur a ticket en
am entituled tu stay yere en I do not
think thet pussonly yu culd put me
I hev
out, I ses tu him, I ses byI heck.
am all riled
no use fer thet feller.
It
,n
f fur thet Montezumy ball,
.
wus not no ball a tall, et simpiy wus
a goshul prize fit, thet's all et wus,
en thet's a fac' too, by heck."

1

Meals, 50 Cents.
with

without private bath.

and
heat,

I

running water,

The Montezuma Hotel
THE TRAVELING MAN'S
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How About That Fire Insurance?
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Think About It!
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Then Act

THE

AS

THE BYSTANDER

1

SEES IT

THE BEST EVER.
Our friend McKinley. who is one
r
life,
of the great lovers of the
and an admirer of the beautiful in
nature, was telling me yesterday of a
trip he just took over on the Pecos.
Mr. McKinley was formerly from
Pittsburg and he told me of a trip
he once conducted for some tourists
from that city, up through Michigan,
0
touching at the Island of Mackinaw,
and through that section ' which is
THE PEOPLE AND EDUCATION.
regarded as one of the most wonderHas
School
With
these
headlines:
A Kansas City paper
Opens
:"Night
ful spots of our country; then off into
Four Huudred."
the Georgian Bay region, far famed
That is fine, isn't it? It is a great step in advance when the door is for its scenery, and then back home,
men
to
enter
women
field
and
the
where they can grow "but," he added, "none of that count-tr- y
opened for young
and learn and become better fitted for citizenship; to be prepared for the
is in it with the beauties of the
big battle of life.
Pecos."
It is going on In spite of the Tafts and the Wilsons who do not believe
He told me with enthusiasm, of the
the people are intelligent enough to govern themselves, and should not be marvelous
scenery, "every foot of
given the "higher eduation."
was
of beauty and of wonfull
which
.
0
and declared that if the people
der,"
During this campaign there has been a close affiliation between the pro- could only know of the attractions of
gressive party and between the democratic party in New Mexico because it New Mexico, it would be the mecca of
has first been realized that come what might, the corrupt old republican tourists and lovers of nature.
THE OLD PLACITA.
machine must go down to defeat if the new state of New Mexico is to be rid,
Bill F. Brogan.
Mr. McKinleywas very enthusiastic
senthe
These
have
in
the
of
that
once and for all,
past.
prevailed
practices
over the Vaughn ranch and over the Back in the Old Placita In the rear
in
this city
timents were voiced by Mr. Fergusson in his opening speech
and courtesy extended him of the 'dobe walls, the shadows flick
and by Mr. De Baca in his opening speech. Now the question arises, does hospitality
Mrs. Vaughn, who, he declared, er and flutter where New Mexico
by
Mr. Fergusson lend his consent and approval to the bitter and undignified was the
falls. Quiet and peace and
hostess, par excellence, and
attacks that are being made upon the progressive party and upon Colonel made every moment of a visitor's stay sunlight
seclusion reign over the little spot
him
for
are
who
assert that they
Roosevelt by some of those
personally, a delight.
for back in the old placita there rules
but are not for either Mr. Wilson, Mr. Taft or Mr. Roosevelt? Are they The
The Dahlia and
enthusiasm of Mr. McKinley is the
helping him or are they seeking to bring about his defeat by damning him but natural. The only thing which Bachelor Button, the old time Bleedwith faint praise? It is a grave and an important question.
keeps from us an influx of visitors is ing Heart, all grow in the Old Pla0
The
the lack of knowledge of what we have cita far from the world apart.
The Illinois Cannon, familiarly known as "Uncle Joe," does not seem to Dr the outside world.
Golden Rod and the Fox Glove and
be very noisy in the present campaign.
The time is fast coming when Eu- - the Cantebury Bell grow there in the
0
"
jrope will lose its attractions for Old Placita of the good old days to
Taft's Cincinnati headquarters are on Plum street. Remarkably ap-- j American tourists. and our own grand, tell. The Coreopsis and Cactus with
glorious west will draw them hither, its little yellow bloom and the Marl-propria te, isn't it?
out-doo-
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HIGH-GRAD- E

Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Gonzales y RoybaL Andres
Garcia, Albino Gonzales, Salvador
Gonzales, all of Glorieta, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
' Register.
Wm. A. Allen, Chacon, N. Mex.,
writes: "My wife had a cough that
nearly choked her to death, the worst
I ever saw. We tried everything we
could think of but did her no good.
By good luck I happened to get a bot
tie of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and it helped her at once. It
is the best cough medicine I ever!
heard of." For sale by all druggists. I

THE
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AND

CLOCKS
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Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
OCCASIONALLY.
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and description. To buy, and sell
chickens, ducks, geese, and guinea-To print, publish, and distri- fowls.
is interested and should know
RlXitiT thr wonderful
Governor McDonald is expected bate magazines and literature of every
MARVEL
Whirling Spray
heme this evening or tomorrow. He class and description.
itie tir.w vaginal syrtnga.
will likely attend the adjourned meetwest mast convenient.
It
IN FURTHERANCE AND NOT IN
FOR SALETwo wood stoves.
cleanses instantly.
ing of the board of equalization Mon- LIMITATION of the cpnpral nowers
I), New Mexican.
day.
conferred by the laws of the State of,
Mrs. Theresa White has returned
MAHvCI., arcipt m other?
nnil mir..
, nml tho nii1ata
pv .Afnvino
i
,,
.
mm.,A
FOR
RENT Rooms
for light
from Albuquerque where she attended poses herein set forth, It is
It irivcsf .ill Dartleu.
expressly
271 Palace ave.
i
housekeeping.
the meeting of the executive board
Apply
nrs
nnd
nrHe
shall
this
that
provided
corporation
MAR LL CU 44 Cut 2U Sired. New York
of the Women's clubs at. which a also
have the following powers, viz:
FOR. SALE Two
resolution was passed warmly enresidence on
mort-.'iTo take, own, hold, deal in,
Jl0k 1 of the records of Corp'n Palace avenue. Lot story
60x240 feet. O. C!
industrial
dorsing and encouraging
to lease,
or
otherwise
and
lien,
gage
011
this jth day of October, Watson & Co.
cCi
education in New Mexico. Mrs. White
sell, exchange, transfer, or in any mau-- j a. 1)., 1012.
says that the agricultural display at ner
wit'nesB
whatever dispose of real property,
my ilanJ nml BPfti of omce,
Wanted a competent girl for housethe state fair is most interesting and
A ORTIZ,
were It larger It would give a fair within or without the State of New
work in small family. Apply S. New
Comity Clerk, Santa W Co., N. M.
idea of the tremendous agricultural Mexico, wherever situated.
Mexican office.
To guarantee, purchase, hold, sell,
V. 1. ALAK1P, Deputy.
opportunities in New Mexico.
EDUCATIONAL
MATTERS.
assign, transfer, mortgage, pledge or State of New Mexico
FOR RENT Hud rooms and
Ollice of the
Manuel Lujan, president of the otherwise dispose of, the shares of the
Stat
keeping rooms, modern. 179 Palace
:
Santa Fe county teachers' association capital stock of, or any bonds, securi-Commission.
Ave., Phone :iu J.
has issued a circular calling a meet-- : ties of evidences of indebtedness is-- ;
It is her by cert i lied that the an-.
jug or the teachers for Saturday, Oct. sued or created by any other corpor- - nexed la a full, true and comnlete' FOR RENT Hed ronmR. lmth mn.
19.
The program will be published ation or corporations of this State or transcript of the Certificate of Stock-- : nection, phone 162 .1.
Inquire rooms
Monday. Mr. Lujan states in the call: any other State, country, nation or holders'
block.
of Santa Fe'H-JLaughlin
"This is the first meeting of the government, and while owner of said Products
.
Company, (No. 73110 ) with!
school year and we are very anxious stock may exercise all the rights, pow-t- the
RENT
endorsements
furnished
as
same
Nicely
thereon,
have a good attendance.
If real era and privileges of ownership,
convenmodern
on file and of record in the scutheast room,
is to be made, we need to eluding the right to vote thereon, to appears
iences. H4 Johnson street.
office
the
of
State
ComCorporation
consult and to plan together, in order the same extent as natural nersons
mission.
to get the best and most immediate!
FOR SALE National Cash Regmight or could do.
In testimony whereof, the cbair- results. We hope, therefore, that every
To enter into, make and perform man and clerk of said commission ister two drawers practically new.
no
in
matter
what school
teacher,
contracts of every kind with any per- have hereunto set their hands and O. C. Watson & Co.
public, church or Indian -- you may be!
son,
firm, association or corporation, affixed the seal of said commission,
teaching, will be at this meeting. The
FOR RENT
great majority of our teachers live in municipality, body politic, county, ter- at the city of Santa Fe, on this 3d up stairs over Nicely furnished room
inAndrews' store,
or near Santa Fe find tlifr( i nn rcfic. ritory, state, government or colony or day of October, A. IX, 1912.
of Chas. Ballard at Andrews'
quire
cn why we should not have an en. dependency thereof ; and without limit
II UGH II. WILLIAMS,
store.
joyable afternoon. The session will 08 to the amount to draw make- - ac" Attest:
Chairman.
endorseexecute
and
ce,pt'
not be long not over two hours"
discount,
EDWIN F. COARD, Clerk.
FOR
RENT Modern
issue promissory notes, drafts, bills
furnished
F. A. Wootsey, a brakeman at Jack-- :
room to one man, one who speaks
of pvehantre warrants hnnds He- - (Seal)
of
Certificate
Stockholders
"I
was down bentures
sonville, Texas, says:
Spanish preferred, close in. Lock
or
and other
of Santa Fe Products
with kidney trouble and rheumatism transferable instruments negotiable
iBox 417.
and
evidence
world-wid- e.
so bad I could hardly get up, and had
Company.
of
whether secured as
This is to certify that the underbackache all the time, and was almost wellindebtedness,
TO EXCHANGE:
t;o acres Dakota
as to secure the same by mortall
tired of living. I saw an ad of Foley
the
incorliind
signed,
being
$3500, encumbrance $(100.
original
Want
so
be
or
far as may
otherwise,
gage
Kidney Pills and after taking cne permitted by the laws of the State of porators who have filed the Certificate rooming house or hotel. AGENCY
of Incorporation of the above named ASSOCIATION,
bottle I was better, and when I had New Mexico.
Enid, Oklahoma.
taken two more I was thoroughly
corporation,
thereby associating themTo have offices, conduct its business selves
cured." For sale by all Druggists.
together under the provisions
SALESMEN to call on grocers, conand "promote its objects within and of Section 23,
Chapter 79, enacted by fectioners, general stores. $150
CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION without the State of New Mexico, in (he 39th
Legislative Assembly of New
and expenses;
contract. ManOF SANTA FE PRODUCTS COM- other States, the District of Columbia,
Mexico, approved March 15, 1905, for ager, 17 S. Main yearly St.
PANY.
street,
Louis, Mo.
the territories and colonies of the and on behalf of
themselves, all other
State of New Mexico.
United States, and in foreign coun stockholders who
assobecome
may
Office of the State Corporation Com tries, without restriction as to place
WANTED
Traveling men who are
ciated with them and said corporation
small
mission.
towns and cross road
making
or amount.
do hereby declare that there shall be
It Is Hereby Certified, that the an
"P-i- To purchase, hold, cancel and
nn RtnrkhnlHfli-o- '
HnMHt
date pocket side line. Pays a com- nexed Is a full, true and complete
, ,
, , ,
, "
the shares of its capital stock.
transcript of the Certificate of IncorTo do any or all of the things here- ation, and that all stockholders of
For full particulars
address, Burd
poration of Santa Fe Products Com in set forth to the same extent as said corporation shall be
exempt from Mfg. Co., 212 Sigel St., Chicago, 111.
,
Chad-wickSTATE FAIR PROVES BIGpany, (No. 7329); with the endorse- natural persons might or could do, all liabilities on account of
game tomorrow will be the last of the theatre by Secretary Charles
stock!
any
GEST AND BEST EVER HELD series, the first money going to Silver
in the absence of President A. ments thereon, as same appears" on and in any part of the world, aB prin- issued or held
by them, except such
TYPEWRITERS
D. Garrett, of Roswell. Harry W. file and of record in the office of the
City.
or
trustees
cipals, agents, contractors,
liability for the amount of the capital Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
(Continued from Page Three.)
The event of chief interest was the Kelly, of Las Vegas, was chosen as State Corporation Commission.
comotherwise, and either, alone or In
stock certified to have been paid, in platens furnished. Ribbons and
In Testimony Whereof, the Chairsup
flight of Aviator Roy Francis which temporary president. A committee on
with others.
u. casn, hi ine time or tne piles. Typewriters sold,
exebamw.
stand and long before two o'clock took place on schedule time at 3:45 organization was appointed consist- man and Clerk of said Commission pany
In General to carry on any other commencement of business
and rented. Standard makes handled.
ticket sellers were instructed to sell this afternoon. Francis arrived here ing of Charles Chadwick, Max Nord-hau- have hereunto set their hands and afbusiness in
connection therewith,
The registered office of the corpor- All repair work and typewriters guar.
no more tickets for seats in that last night accompanied by two meF. A. Hubbell, of Albuquerque, fixed the se ' of said Commission, at
whether manufacturing or otherwise, ation is located at Rooms
Santa Fe Typiwriter
much sought place of shelter from chanics who assisted him in putting and H. W. Kelly and Mr. Martinez, of ,the City of Santa Fe, on this 3rd
Laugh- anteed.
E.
day not contrary to the laws of the State lin Bldg., Santa Fe, New Mexico,
dashes of rain and a biting wind. For the machine
and change. Phone 231.
to
call
of October, A. D. 1912.
this morning. It Las Vegas. It was decided
together
of New Mexico, and with all the pow- Mr. Edward H. Oakley is designated
the weather in Albuquerque Thursday is a powerful sixty horse power bi- meetings of the members of the asso- (Seal.)
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
ers conferred upon corporations by as the statutory agent therein, and in SALESMEN
NOW IS THE TIME.
was not as pleasing as It might have
in
for
state
in
the
each
S.
ciation
F.
1915
county
the
with
letters
paintChairman.
the laws of the State of New Mexico. charge thereof, and upon whom
WANTED
Honest
been. Overcoats were donned by plane
business protwo
members
ed on the under side of the under the purpose of selecting
Attest: EDWIN iF. COARD, Clerk.
FOURTH: The corporation is au- process against the corporation may ducers, to sell high grade groceries
many for the first time this season, plane, advertising the San Francisco of the executive committee, which Certificate of
of
Santa
Incorporation'
thorized to issue capital stock to the be served.
to farmers and other large consumwhile the women wore furs and lookwill select a secretary to assist PresiFe Products Company.
exposition.
extent of One Hundred Thousand Dolers. Bumper crop insures record
ed and felt comfortable In them.
IN
WITNESS
the
Abbott.
we,
dent
.WHEREOF,
Francis, unlike Beachey, does not
We, the undersigned, in order to lars ($100,000),
divided
into Ten said
The program for the afternoon was
fall trade. No investment;
breaking
incorporators, have hereunto set
The big feature of the wool grow- form a corporation for the purpose Thousand (10,000) shares, of Ten Dolmuch the same as the program on do the sensational dipping and spiral
commissions advanced on orders;
cur
hands
on
and
seals
3rd
this
of
dewas
a
day
stunts
won
Bpeech
which have
for Beachey ers' meeting today
hereinafter stated, under and pursuant lars ($10.00) each.
other days of the week. A baseball
original plan. White today.
October, A. D. 1912.
to the provisions of an Act of the LegFIFTH:
The names and post ofJOHN SEXTON & CO., WHOLEgame between Albuquerque and Silver his reputation as the riskiest and livered by S. W. McClure, secretary
NATHAN
B.
STERN.
(SEAL.)
National Wood Growers' asso islative Assembly of the Territory of fice addresses of the incorporators,
City proved a huge joke.
SALE GROCERS,
Despite pluckiest aviator in the air. Francis of the
EDWARD
B. OAKLEY,
(SBAL.)
the fact that Albuquerque" had a base- believes in testing the usefulness of ciation, who is here from Idaho. Mr, New Mexico, entitled:. "An Act to and the number of shares of capital
Lake & Franklin Sts., CHICAGO.
CHARLES
PATEK.
and
(SEAL.)
out
a
straight
ball club that looks good on paper the new invention rather than in ex McClure made
outjReguiate tne Formation and Govern stock subscribed for by each, the ag-and good in the field, the local play- perimenting with speed records. He stand pat speech. He declared that ment of Corporations for Minlng, gregate of which shall be the amount STATE OF NEW MEXICO, )
Bright business woman for Santa
)ss
the wool industry is New Mexico's Manufacturing, Industrial and Other with which the corporation will comers were unable to get started against took an important part in the
Fe manager by large corset concern,
of
Santa
Fe.
)
County
the
and
that
asset
industry
Blues
Reds
the
and
between
Silver City. The Silver City bunch
greatest
Pursuits," approved March 15, 1905, mence business are as follows:
On this 3rd day of October, 1912, be making strictly custom corsets boned
slammed the ball at every opportu- on the coast this spring and his flights will be greatly damaged ir the tariff do hereby certify as follows:
Shares'. Value.
Name. Residence.
fore
me personally appeared Nathan with flexible shape retaining stays;
Mr.
FIRST: The name of the corpora- Nathan B. Stern, New
nity and ran around the sacks until were considered bo efficient that he on wool is taken off or decreased.
B.
Stern, Edward H. Oakley and guaranteed one year not to break or
the spectators became dizzy endeavor- was offered a commission as lieuten- McClure said that New Mexico is now tion is: Santa Fe Products Company.
York City, New York 200
rust. Complete training in corset fit$2,000 Charles Patek to me
wool
in
proto
personally known
follow
States
United
the
ant in the aerial department of the third in the
SECOND:
ing
The registered office of Edward
plays.
H.
Oakley,
ting and selling. Liberal contract and
to
be
the
described
in
and
persons
One of the big features Thursday army.
duction and that before many years the Corporation is located In Rooms
Santa Fe, New Mexcontrol.
Permanent
in
who
business,
executed
the
foregoing instruafternoon was a county pony race in
10
100
Francis has had a great deal of the state will rank first. He summed
ico
Laughlin Building, in the city
which many are making $1500 to
ment
and
to
me
that
which cow ponies from a half dozen
acknowledged
the
with
remarks
warning:
of
Santa Fe, New Mexico; Mr. Edward Charles Patek, Santa
practice in flying in high altitudes. up his
executed the same as their free $2500 a year. Mention experience and
counties raced around the half mile His
H. Oakley is designated as the statu1
10 they
New Mexico ....
last flight was made in Douglas, "Wool growing is one of the
Fe,
write at once
the Barcley Corset
act
deed.
and
track for a fancy cash prize.
industries in this state and in the tory agent therein, in charge thereof,
SIXTH: The time for which this
Wyo. He was in Denver getting ready
876 Broad St., Newark, N. J.
Company,
IN
W
I
WITNESS
have
Several thrilling motorcycle races, to fill some exhibitions contracts for
HEREOF,
to
and
issue
upon whom process against the corporation shall exist shall be fifty hereunto set
present campaign the vital
wild horseback riding and a cowboy
my hand find affixed my
the Curtiss
when he received be determined Is: Shall we protect corporation may be served.
H. E. Archer, merchant of West-ove(50) years.
notarial seal the day and year in this
race, followed by a cowboy quadrille word to fill people
we
or
THIRD:
The
shall
for
the
which
this
names
maintain
at
fair
The
the
SEVENTH:
of
and
objects
the
industry
Beachey's place
Ala., states "My boy had a
were among the most spectacular
certificate
first
above
written.
here.
members of the Board of Directors for
severe attack of acute bronchitis, so
destroy it by tariff reduction? This corporation is established are:
NORA
events of the afternoon program.
E.
(SEAL.)
SUMMERS,
To
breed, raise, buy, sell, export, the first three months shall be as fol
severe he could not get out of bed for
His flights this afternoon proved is the issue you people must deter
FRIDAY'
CROWD BIGGEST.
Notary Public. a
mine on November 5. And the wis- import, and deal in cattle, sheep, lows:
was
that
week. The first few doses of
he
master
of
the
that
crafts
commission
March
My
14,
11.
expires
The
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct.
Nathan B. Stern, Edward H. Oakley 1916.
sail through the air. He rose from the dom with which you make this deter-- j horses, and livestock of all classes
Foley's Honey and Tar relieved him
largest crowd of the entire week asnot
or
and
To
mination will decide whether
build, construct, and Charles Patek.
descriptions.
Endorsed No. 7330. Cor. Rec'd Vol. and before we had given him the consembled at the fair grounds Friday ground easily and soared high and far
EIGHTH: The Directors shall have C
state is to continue as a prosper- buy, lease, or otherwise acquire, own,
Page 186, Certificate of Stockhold- tents of one bottle, he was well.
afternoon. The inclement weather of through the air, making great circles your
and maintain slaughter-houses- .
To power to authorize and cause to be
ous and happy commonwealth."
over
around
and
stand.
the
The
grand
ers'
of Santa Fe Prod Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is
Thursday redeemed itself today with crowds stood
carry on the business of butchers and executed mortgages and liens upon ucts
kept continually in our house. It is
spell bound watching the
Company.
bright sunshine and the world and his bird man fly far
packers; also to manufacture, buy, the property and franchises of this
above them as easily THEY DON'T WEAR
Filed
in
office of State Corpora- perfectly safe and effective," For sale
the
wife wandered through the exhibition
as
PETTICOATS ANY MORE. sell, and generally deal in all articles corporation, subject to the provisions tion Commission Oct. 3, 1912; 4 p. m. by all Druggists.
he were running an automobuildings and watched the program bilethough the macadamized
made from the carcasses of animals, of the
boulevard.
along
EDWIN F. COARD,
from the grand stand and bleachers.
To purchase, lease, or otherwise acIt is the intention that the objects,
Jackson-Mac- k
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
to
upwarms
Francis
12.
waved
his
the
The
Oct.
New York,
Clerk.
New hats and suits lent color and ard-gazing
one quire farms and lands suitable for purposes and powers specified in the
to
of the Interior,
crowd
below
show
that
Department
company,
Manufacturing
C.
to
E.
D.
O.
3.
J.
to
Compared
scene
the
and the fair
beauty
busi- third paragraph hereof shall, except
S. Land Office at
U.
he
silk
of
could
makers
machine
petti- stock raising and agricultural
the
of
the
pilot
safely
STATE
largest
OF
NEW
)
MEXICO,
grounds presented the aspect of a with his hands off the
in said
where otherwise specified
coats in New York, went' into bank- ness.
wheel.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 12, 1912.
fashionable horse show.
)ss
To engage in the business of selling paragraph be nowise limited or reis.
the
failure
The
today!.
is hereby given that Reyes
ruptcy
Notice
After
he
in
had
been
of
air
Fe.
the
Santa
)
up
County
Motorcycle races, cow pony relays,
com- goods, wares and merchandise as com- stricted by reference to or Inference
culmination of a widespread
I hereby certify that this instru- Valencia, of Kennedy, N. M., who, on
horse races and harness events kept twenty minutes he began the breath
sellas
mission
and
terms
or
from
the
of
clause
agents,
para- ment was filed for record on the 9th April 12th, i909, made Homestead
general
any
taking spiral glide, swooping down- plaint among petticoat manufacturers
up the interest during the first part ward
that the close fitting dresses now ing agents: particularly to act as graph in this Certificate of Incorpor- day of October, A. D. 1912, at 10 Entry No. 09579 f NE
cork-screHe
in
circles.
great
Section
nnnn
A
of the afternoon.
ball game was in
'women have so reduced the agents nr hrnkpra fnr thn fipllfnc
ation, but that the objects, purposes o'clock a. m., and was
righted the machine again as he came worn by
duly recorded 24, Township 13 N., Range 8 E., N. M.
or
commission
otherwise
of
kinds
progress between Albuquerque and within
all
to
as
make
them
and
third
in
the
for
demand
powers
specified
petticoats
ten feet of the ground, skimmed
1 of the records of Corp'n P. Meridian, has filed notice of inSilver City and occasionally a series
ot farm products, including fruits of paragraph and in each of the clauses in Book
a glut on the market
on this 9th day of October, tention to make Final Three Year
629,
page
of home runs would call forth applause along the surface at that height for
or paragraphs of this charter shall be A. D. 1912.
every character.
rose
hundred
several
then
and
upfeet
Proof, to establish claim to the land
from the grand stand. The game endTo produce, purchase, sell and gen- regarded as independent objects, purward again with all the grace and u
Witness my hand and seal of office. above described, before Harry C. Kin-seled in the ninth inning, Silver City
in
all
deal
and
and
milk,
vegetables
erally
powers.
poses
U. S. Commissioner, at Stanley,
M. JL ORTIZ,
ease of a
bird. After circling
CASCARETS
kinds of farm and garden products;
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we have
nlng with a score of 14 to 12. The about a fewhuge
N. M., on the 4th day of November,
more times, he sank to
N. M.
Santa
Fe
Clerk,
Co.,
County
to manufacture, buy, sell and generally hereunto set our hands and seals this
1912.
V. I. ALARID, Deputy.
the field again and landed in the
deal in butter, buttermilk, oleomar- 3rd day of October, A. D. 1912.
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Its superiority unquestioned. Its use is a protection against
alum food. In buying baking powder examine the label carefully and be sure the
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Everything Electric

!

GNAGEY & CO.,
Dealers in All Kinds of

The High Cost of Living

ELECTRIC SUPPLIES AND WORK
We guarantee all our work to be
st class and according to underwriters' rules. .We give repair work as
well as new work our prompt attention. We carry no old stock. .Everything new. Our prices, we assure you,
are the best that your city ever ex
perienced. Just a few of your business
Hardmen for reference: Wood-Davi- s
ware Co., Modern Grocery Co., H. Den- dahl, W. D. Arrighi.
Office, Palace and Cathedral Place.

ptm

BUT BY

SANTA FE

MISS A. MUGLER
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.

Even if the Frost Did Come We Still Have

FLOWERS

High Costs of Living

TriE CLARENDuN GARDEN

Are reduced in prices varying from 20 to 40 per cent. . . Does this appeal to you.

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

Phone Black 12.

60 cts

Worth of Meat

The above purchase consists of Native New Mexico and Arizona Steers, and 3 to 4 year old heifers. No old
cows or stags in the bunch. We bought them right and the following prices will SHOW YOU that we are
going to sell them right.

'

'

It has been many years since you have seen prices as low as we name.

VEAL.

BEEF
Per Pound.

Packing House
T Bone and Short Cuts
20c
22c
Porterhouse . . .

......

22c

Sirloin

Mc

Round
Roast Rump . . .
Roast Rib
Roast, Shoulder.

15c

17jc

15c
10c

....

Boiling Beef

v

.

Native
15c
15c
15c
15c

.

.

r.,.

.

. .
. .

4

...

......

. . . .

...

Veal Chops and Cutlets, per pound
Veal Shoulder, per pound
Veal Stew, per pound .

..

. . .

14c

2?c
8c

w

15c

12k

From a given amount of wood the

PORK.

will
with the Hot Blast Down-Draproduce twice. a much heat as any
other. It is because the Down-Draconsumes all the fuel and the gases
which arise from it, whereas in other
heaters the gases, which constitute one-hathe burnable part of the fuel, escape
unburned up the chimney. You can
start a fire in ten minutes and hold it
for 36 hours.
Remember, it is fuel cost which
counts.
ft

ft

Pork, high and scarce, No Change in Prices.
i
1
II

,

,a

lf

MUTTON SPECIAL FOR SATURDAY, OCT. 12TH, ONLY.
0 Shoulder ... . . . ?. 12c Stew
. , . 15c
Chops, Loin and Hindquarter. .

PLAZA MARKET CO.
Phone 9

?

WILSON HEATER

2c

.

20c

;

10c

The

F. ANDREWS
"

7

Wihon saves

one-ha- lf

your

juel

Santa Fe Hardware
and Supply Co.

Phone 4

11
IF

T

BELIEVE

DREAMS

And see yourself in cheap

Tailor-Mad- e

Clothes. You can't get any
better clothes than we can show
you, no matter what tailor takes
your measure and assists you untli

the last stitch.-

No
No
No

Matter

-

How You Get Them

Matter Who Makes It For You
Matter

How Much You

Pay

There are no better Clothes made

than our

..

HARTSCIIAFFNERUMX

11
We show all the best models in
Sweaters, with the

SWEATER COAT
easily in the lead, all worsted yarns,
full fashioned, extra heavy knit. We
can match the sweater notion of
every lady or gentleman.

ChilcfoenV

Sweatees

CLOTHES
You get certainty of quality in fabrics certainty of correct style, certainty of honest tailoring, certainty
of good fit. If you don't get them
all we'll give you back your money.

THE HOME OF

Hart Schaf f ner& Marx Clothes
THE BEST OF ALL CLOTHES

THIS IS THE

OKLY

GET

PLACE

fcERTAINTY

AND
IN

THE

OMY WAY TO

CLOTHES !

!

Another large assortment
latest shapes in Mats, such
as FELT, VELOUR VELVET, Etc. Also carry fine
line of Stamped Articles
for Embroidery.

P, O. Box 308.

We have just contracted for 200 beef and are going to give our customers the benefit of our heavy purchase.
MEATS the main item in the exceedingly

41.00

J list Arrived

fir

HAS BEEN REDUCED, NOT BY

WILSON, ROOSEVELT OR TAFT,
F. Andrews and The Plaza Market Co.

A little want ad costs tut a few
cents and brings wonderful results
when published in the New Mexican.
Try one.

with 2 pocketa,plain cardigan and fancy stitching. Good weight.
BYRON COLLAR

WE HAVE ALL

